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GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY

WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M.

DeC. 22,

1930

from

Engineering Department

letter no.

52

DETAIL

SUBJECT

December 29th Reports

Water Storage

Ripogenus Elev. 923.97 Storage 8;888 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin H
489.10
*
11,360 M
"

Ripogenus and North Twin w
20,248
Small Ponds Empty - No Storage

*

*

*

For the month of December to-date, Ripogenus has reported a snow
fall of 18-1/2” with a water content of 1.50 inches. Millinocket has
recorded 18-1/2” of snowfall with a water content of 1.99 inches.
Chemi-pulp In
stallation Job 1198

The top round-about course of the easterly accumulator (No. 2) is
now riveted in place and the top butt straps are being placed so as to
erect the top conical sections.
A start has been maae on the lining of the westerly (No. 1) accum
ulator by the mill mason crew.

Meh. Room Roof
Job 1200

Approximately 40$ of the galvanized iron hot air pipe extensions,
over the wet end of the paper machines, are installed.

Air Compressor
Job 1219

Air compressor moved up into its approximate position on the
foundation.
Concrete air duct completed, except for breaking thru to the
present duct.
Mr. Earnest KraUth, erecting engineer from Ingersoll-Rand Co.,
arrived this morning, December 29th.

No. 2 Line of
4* Grinders
Job 2118

Sunday, December 28th, another cast iron grinder cylinder cracked.
This cylinder is next to the first one that let go and is cracked almost
identically.

Grinder Pressure
Pumps
Job 2119

Miscellaneous

Vorking on the piping.

Mr. William Allen, Engineer for the Portland Co., visited Tuesday,
Dec. 23rd.
Mr. C. Skoldebrand, of G. D. Jenssen Co., called Monday, Dec. 29th.
Mr. George H. Ferguson Jr. called December 24th.
Mr. lilder (General Electric Co. erector) left December 29th.

Diet. RW
SIGNED

DATE MAILED

FORM

December 29, 1930

Engineer
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GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY

WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M.

„

,_

Dec. 15,

19„_

30

FROM _

.

r*

J.

X

LETTER NO.

c»

51

DETAIL

SUBJECT

^ater Storage

j

Engineering Department

December 22nd Report*

Ripogenus Elev. 924.50Storage 9,343 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin
w 490.05
*
12.025 «
”
«
Ripogenus & North Twin
*
21,368 H
*
”
Small Ponds Empty - No. Storage.

For the month of December to-date, Ripogenus has reported a snowfall
of 16-1/2" with a water content of 1.35 inches. Millinocket has recorded
15-1/2” of snowfall with a water content of 1.72 inches.

Chemi-pulp
Installation
Job 1198

The westerly accumulator was inspected by Mr. K. G. Macaulay,
Inspector for the Employer’s Liability Assurance Corp., on Sunday, Dec.
21st, and was accepted by him for insurance. A start will be made on the
lining of this accumulator to-morrow, Dec. 23rd.
The top round-about course of the easterly accumulator is now being
riveted.
Concrete floors in the west half of the accumulator room are now
poured.

Meh. Room Roof
Job 1200

Approximately 20^ of the galvanized iron hot air pipe extensions
were installed Sunday, December 21st.

Air Compressor
Job 1219

Concrete foundation for the new air compressor has been completed and
the forms removed. Inger soil-Rand erector to arrive Monday, Dec. 29th.
Making air duct changes for this new compressor.

No. 2 Line of
4-Ft. Grinders
Job 2118

The 1500 H.P. motor was put into service at 6i30 P
Thursday,
December 18th.
Saturday morning, Dec. 20th, one of the cast iron cylinders on the
grinder nearest the motor was found to be cracked the entire length.

Grinder Pressure
Pumps - Job
2119

forking on the discharge header from the pumps.
Moving the motors into the room.

Miscellaneous

Mr. J. M. Vade visited Wednesday, Dec. 17th.

Diet. RW
SIGNED

DATE MAILED

FORM 17

Dec. 22nd, 1930

Engineer.

GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY

WEEKLY NEWS LETTER

FOR WEEK

beginning

8 A. M. Dec# 8th

19 3Q

from

Engineering Department
DETAIL

SUBJECT

Water Storage

LETTER NO. 5Q

December 15th Report*

Ripogenus Elev. 925.26 Storage 9'999 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin
* 490.40
rt
12.270 H
H
*
Ripogenus and North Twin
22,269 *
*
*
Small Ponds Empty - No Storage

For the month of December to-date, Ripogenus has reported a snow
fall of 9-1/2” with a water content of 0.74 inches. Millinocket has
recorded 8-3/4” of snowfall with a water content of 0.65 inches.

Chemi-pulp In
stallation
Job 1198

Welding of the inside of the westerly accumulator will be completed
about Thursday of this week.
The first round about course of the easterly accumulator is erected
and will be practically all riveted by to-night, Dec. 15th.
The westerly half of the mezzanine floor of the accumulator room
has been poured and intermediate floor gratings are being installed.

i£ch. Room Roof
Job 1200

The galvanized iron hot air pipes for extension to the present
ventilating system were received at the mill to-day.

Mr Compressor
Job 1219

First pour of the foundation has been made. The forms are practical
ly completed and the final pour of concrete foundation will probably be
made to-morrow, Dec. 16th.

Ran test on No. 8 Unit at Dolby on Wednesday and Thursday, Dec. 10th
3th Unit at Doll >y
and
11th
respectively.
Job 2115
Professor Allen and his assistants Messrs. Taylor and Hooper
directed the test and I. P. Morris & De La Vergne, Inc. was represented
by Messrs. Kerr and Beattie. Mr. Kelsey represented the General Electric
Company and made all'electrical readings with his calibrated instruments.
Mr. T. W. Clark, hydraulic engineer from Old Town and Mr. M. R.
Stackpole, Public Utilities* engineer were visitors during the test run
on Wednesday, Dec. 10th.
Turbo-Generator^ ,
Job 2117

The new Ruggles-Klingemann non-return valve was installed Friday,
December 12th.

No. 2 Line Grs,
Job 2118

All but one of the coils of the rotor is satisfactorily dried out,
and this last one is now coming fast. The new coils for the stator
have been received and a start on the installation of them will be
made this afternoon. Hope to be able to put motor into operation Fri
day morning, December 19th.

Installing the discharge header from these pumps. Also installing
Grinder Pressui ■e
electrical starting equipment for the motor.
Pumps - Job
2119
Mr. L. 0. Bidstrup of Ingersoll-Rand Co. visited Tuesday, Dec. 9th.
Miscellaneous
Mr. P. A. Collins of the Warren Steam Pump Co. visited Wednesday,
Dec. 10th.
Mr. L. Kimball of Ruggles-Kllngeraann Co. arrived Friday morning,
Dec. 12th and left Saturday night, Dec. 13th.
Mr. Roy Wagner of the Garlock Packing Co. called Friday, Dec. 12th.
Diet. ar.

Dec. 15, 1930
FORM

17
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Water Storage
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December 8th Report! Ripogenus Blev. 925.75 Storage 10,426 Mil. Cu. Ft
tt
North Twin w
490.75
*
12,515 M
w
M
Ripogenus & North Twin
H
22,941 «
rt
Small Ponds Empty - No Storage
For the month of December to date, Ripogenus has reported 2tt of snow
with a water equivalent of 0.13 inches. Millinocket has recorded 3* of
snow with a water equivalent of 0.21 inches

Chemi-pulp Installation
Job 1198

Welding on the inside of the w<sterly accumulator started to-day.
This will take about 9 or 10 days. All of the steel for the easterly
accumulator has been received} the bottom cone is bolted together and a
start made on the riveting of it.
The westerly half of the top floor of the accumulator roomwas poured
to-day, Dec. 8th
Forms for the mezzanine floor are now under construction

Meh. Room Roof
Job 1200

The trolley runways over the dryer gears of Nos. 1-6 paper machines
are now entirely completed.
The galvanized iron hot air pipes for extension to the present system
has not yet been received.

Air Compressor
Job 1219

Excavation for the foundation completed and the concrete footing
will be poured to-morrow, Dec. 9th.
The elevator has been changed over to its new position.

3th Unit J Dolb [
Making preparations for the test that is to be run on this unit on
Job 2115
Wednesday, Dec. 10th.
Turbo-Generator
Turbine running on 40 lb. stage and averaging a little better than
Job 2117
500 K.w. output.
The new Ruggles-Klingemann non-return valve is scheduled to arrived
at East Millinocket Wednesday, Dec. 10th.

io. 2 Line Grds
Started grinding with the water wheel driven unit Wednesday night,
Job 2118
Dec. 3rd and running very satisfactorily.
The motor is drying out very slowly. All but three top coils of the
rotor ai’e dry but these three coils are still so wet that an attempt is
being made to take them out and put them in an oven.
Grinder Pressure
The suction line to the pumps is all installed and the discharge line
Gumps - Job
is now being erected.
2119
Electrical starting equipment for the motors, now being, installed.
Miscellaneous

DATE MAILED

FORM

17

Mr. Kelsey of the G. E. Co. arrived Thursday, Dec. 4th, with his
meters to use on the Dolby water wheel test. He is now checking and
adjusting meters on switchboards at Dolby and East Millinocket.
Mr. G. G. Hart of Wallafce & Tiernan Co. visited Friday, Dec. 5th.
Mr. Frank Gilman, diver, made an inspection of the canal spillway
wall and gate masonry Sunday, Dec. 7th. Now preparing raft to inspect
main Quakish Dam. Report will follow later.
Mr. G. V. Salle of the H. J. Deutschbein Co. Visited to-day, Dec. 8th.
Mr. P. E. Hodgdon visited to-day, Dec. 8th.
Mattaceunk drillings for this season were completed, Dec. 1st.
Diet. RW,
Dec. 8, 1930

GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY

WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M.

JJqv, 24

193O

Engineering Department

from

letter no.

48

DETAIL

SUBJECT

V.ater Storage

December 1st Report*

Ripogenus hlev. 925.95 Storage 10,600 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin **
491.05
0
12.725 •*
*
*
Ripogenus & North Twin
"
23,325 ”
M
*
Small Ponds Empty - No Storage.

For the month of November, Ripogenus reported 3.86 inches of rain
fall and Millinocket recorded 3.24 inches.

Chemi-pulp In
stallation
Job 1198

Erection of the westerly accumulator practically completed. There
is however, about 10 days of welding to be done on the inside before
a start can be made on the lining.
The new 10“ Cameron acid pump for this installation has been received.

Meh. Room Roof
Job 1200

The trolley runways over the dryer gears of Nos. 1-6 paper machines
are now erected but there remains a small amount of work to be done on
$3 trolley.

Installation completed and Hahnel Brother’s crew gone.

Skylights - Gr.
Rm. - Job 1216

Excavation for the foundation is nearing completion.
New timbers for the elevator in its new position are installed and
the new floor openings made.
Installation completed and new track in service.
Double Track in
Mill Yard - Job
1223
The two new filter beds were put into service Saturday, November 29th,
Filter House Ext •
and are working satisfactorily at this writing.
Job 408
Mr. L. Ducharme, Norwood Engineering Co.’s erector, left Saturday
night, No$. 29th.
Transmission
Completed except for making the final connections onto the switchboard
in the grinder control house.
Job 2116
Air Compressor
Job 1219

Running turbine on the 40 Lb. stage so as to supply the paper machines
Turbo-Generator
with 40 Lb. steam. Generator developing 500 to 550 Kilo &atts.
Job 2117

No. 2 Line GriniGrinders and motor all grouted in and the line started up to-day,
ers - Job 2118 Dec. 1st, so as to start drying out the motor, till probably be ready
to start grinding Thursday, Dec. 4th.
Grinder Pressure
Pumps - J. 2119

Excavating for the new suction line to the pumps.

Track -M Changes
Job 2120

Changes in track completed.

discellaneous

Mr. L. Kimball of Ruggles-Kli igemann Co. left hast Millinocket
Tuesday night, Nov. 25th.

Diet. RVt
SIGNED
DATE MAILED

FORM 17

Dec. 1, 1930

Engineer

GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY

WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK beginning 8 A. M. Nov<

1930

19

FROM Engineering Department

LETTER NO.

DETAIL

SUBJECT

Nov. 24th Report*

Water Storage

Ripogenus Elev. 925.67 Storage 10,356 Mil. Cu. Ft.
491.05
*
12,725 rt
« H
North Twin *
rt
23,081 *
H w
Ripogenus & North Twin
Small ponds Empty - No Storage

For the month of November to date, Ripogenus has reported 2.02
inches of rainfall and Millinocket has recorded 1.59 inches.
The top cone plates and the top head plate of the westerly accum
ulator are erected and bolted in place ready for riveting.

Chemi-pulp In
stallation
Job 1198

Permanent steel stairways on roof all erected.'
Trolley runways over the dryer gears of Nos. 1, 3, 5 and 6 paper
machines are now erected. One more Sunday will complete this trolley
work.
G. .Screen Chgci
All sixteeni screens now remodeled and in service. Installation
completed except, for cleaning up and removal of old equipment.
Job 1208
Moisture Control
Controls oni both No. 4 and No. 6 paper machines are installed and
Job 1212
in satisfactory operation.

Meh.Room Ro f
Job 1200

Skylights Grinder
Room - Job 121€

Air Compressor
Job 1219

Installing balance of ventilators on the skylights.
Excavating for the foundation. Building concrete walls for the
iextension to the engine room.
Preparing timbers for the relocation of the elevator.
This installation is practically completed. Cleaning up and
removing plant equipment and debris

Double Track ir
Mill Yard
Job 1223
Filter House Ext •
The water manifolds are all erected and grouted into the bottom
of the two new filter beds. Air manifold systems are now being installed.
Job 408
Building now entirely closed in.
Backfilling around the building and the outside piping,
Transmission
Line - J.2116

forking on the connections in the control house.

Installed balance of 40 lb. steam line to paper machines Sunday,
Nov. 24th.
The 16” Ruggles-Klingeraann non-return valve went out of commission
Thursday night, Nov. 20th, which necessitated shutting the turbine down.
A service man arrived Saturday morning Nov. 22nd and overhauled the valve
and reinstalled it Sunday. The turbine was started up this afternoon.
The two grinders are assembled and practically all lined and leveled
No. 2 Line Grirders
The motor pit has been concreted, so that the motor may now be
Job 2118
moved into the room and installed.
Grinder Pressur e
Grouted the two pressure pumps into their final positions.
Pumps - J.2119
The change to No. 1 Track past the grinder room is nearing
Track Changes
completion.
Lower Mill

Turbo-Generator
Job 2117

(Over)

Diet. RVW
SIGNED

DATE MAILED

FORM 17

Nov. 24, 1930

Engineer

Miscellaneous

Mr. h. F. Jones of the Spruce Lood Department, called Tuesday,
Nov. 18th.
Mr. H. A. Feer left for Madison Wednesday Nov. 19th and returned
Saturday Nov. 22nd.
Mr. Oscar Hahnel of Hahnel Bros., visited Friday, Nov. 21st.
Mr.' F. C. Bowler left for Boston Tuesday Nov. 18th and returned
Saturday, Nov. 22nd.

GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY

WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M.

JjoV.

10th,

from

Engineering Department

letter no.

45

DETAIL

SUBJECT

Water Storage

1930

Nov. 17th Report*

Ripogenus Elev. 925.55 Storage 10,251 Mil. Cu. Ft
North Twin *
491.05
M
12,725 *
* «
Ripogenus and North Twin *
22,976 *
” M
Small ponds dumped - no report.

For the month of November to-date, Ripogenus has reported 0.92 inches
of rainfall and Millinocket has recorded 0.55 inches.

The third round-about course on the westerly accumulator is now
Ch emi-pulp Instal
bolted in place and being riveted.
lation - Job
Another carload of steel plates has been received and is unloaded
1198
This completes shipment of first accumulator plates.
to-day
Meh. Room Roof
Job 1200

The two permanent steel stairways from the Beater to Machine Room
roofs are all erected. The permanent stairway from $7 and /8 roof to
fl - f6 roof is being erected.
Sunday, Nov. 16th, the trolley runway over the dryer gears of
No. 1 machine was completely erected and a good start made on the ones
over machines f5 and 6,

C.W. Screen Chgs
Job 1208

The last four screens have been installed in their final position
and have been put into operation.

Skylights for
Grinder Room
Job 1216

Some of the ventilators on the skylights are partially installed.
The crew has temporarily transferred its activities to Dolby.

The control on No. 6 paper machine is installed and working satis
Moisture Contro 1
factorily. The control on No. 4 machine will probably be completed
Job 1212
next week.

Air Compressor
Job 1219

Preliminary work on this installation is being started to-day,
Nov. 17th, by the mill crew.

Double Track in
Mill Yard.
Job 1223

All four piers and abutments have been concreted. The cofferdams
have been removed from the south piers, the new bridge installed, and
the new track laid over same. The farms were stripped from the north
piers this morning and the coffer dam flooded, Steel for this bridge
is being placed.
Connections into the present tracks, and the new cross-overs are
all installed.

The concrete building walls and filter tank walls are all poured
Filter House Ex:
to
their
full height and the forms will be completely removed by to
tension - Job
morrow Nov. 18tfc. New roof boarded and being shingled.
408
The Norwood Engineering Co.’s erector arrived this morning, Nov. 17thi
The two submarine cables have been pulled up into the control hous^
Transmission Line
Job 2116
and work on the connections at this end are being rushed.
Turbo-Generator
Job 2117

DATE MAILED

FORM IT

Installed new motor driven feed water pump Sunday, Nov. 16th.
Installed new 40 Lb. steam line to No. 1 paper machine Sunday,
Nov. 16th.
Unable to start turbine to-day as General Electric erector, Mr.
Wilder, worked all Sun iay night and a part of this morning on No. 8
paper machine turbine at Millin cket. Will start Tuesday A.M., Nov. 18th
(Over)
Diet. RV.

Nov. 17, 1930

Engineer

No. 2 Line Grinders
Job 2118

Old Grinders and grinder foundations have been removed and
foundations for new grinders and the stock spout walls are con
creted to-night.
New Grinder parts are being moved into the room to-day and
assembly vdll begin as soon as water wheel shaft, which is in
shop to be cut off, is replaced.

Grinder Pressure
Pumps - Job 2119

The two pressure pumps have been placed in position in the
new pump house and are ready to be grouted.
Motors for these pumps have not been received yet.

Miscellaneous

Messrs. Boxvler and Prouty left for an inspection of
Seboomook Dam on Monday, Nov. 10th, and returned Wednesday
night, Nov. 12th.
Mr. P. A. Collins of the arren Steam Pump Co., called
Wednesday, Nov. 12th.
Mr. P. C. Newbegin, Chief Engineer of the B. & A. Railreed,
called Saturday, Nov. 15th.

GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY

WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M.

Nov. 3,

19 30 FR°M Engineering Department

45

DETAIL

SUBJECT

b’ater Storage

letter no.

November 10th Report*
November 8th Report*

Ripogenus Elev. 926.32 .Storage 10,925 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin ”
491.40
”
12.970
*
”
”
Ripogenus and North Twin *
23,895
”
” ' *
Small Ponds above Ripogenus _____ 817
”
M
”
TOTAL STORAGE

24,712 Mil. Cu. Ft.

For the month of October, Ripogenus reported 1.71 inches of raififall
and Millinocket recorded 2.22 inches.

Chemi-pulp In
stallation
Job 1198

The first round about course on the westerly accumulator is now
riveted in place. The third car of tank plates has been received and is
now being unloaded.

Meh. Rm. Roof
Job 1200

Erecting permanent steel stairways from the Beater to Machine
Room roofs.
Structural steel for the new trolley runways over the dryer gears
of the machines has been received and unloaded.

G.r. Screen
Changes - Job
1208

The stock from the knotters to the Bird screens is now being deliver
ed thru the two 36” cast iron pipes and the temporary wooden supply spout
removed.
Uork on the last four screens can now be hustled along.

Skylights for
Grinder Room
Job 1216
Double Track in
Mill Yard
Job 1223

Filter House
Extension
Job 408

Glazing of skylights now praotically completed.

One south pier and abutment all concreted and the forms being re
moved to- ay, Nov. 10th. Concrete footing for 2nd south pier and abut
ment poured and a start made on the forms for same. Coffer dam completed
around the two north piers and abutments and is being excavated with a
clam shell bucket.
The B. & A. have a large crew on the job and have pushed the original
track over towards the wood room into its final position. Crossovers
are being installed and the connection for the new line into track
has been made.
Concrete poured up to and including the main floor. Forms for the
filter tank walls, and the outside building walls are nearing completion.
Carload of sand and gravel for the filter beds has been received
and is being hauled up to the job site.

Turbo-Generator
Job 2117

Carrick control change has been made and the steam pressure raised
to 200 Lbs.
The pipe coverers are covering the turbine casing to-day. Good
progress is being isade on the covering of the pipes.

No.2 Line Grds.
Job 2118

Started removing old 2-foot grinders from No. 2 line Friday, Nov. 7th.
At this v/riting the grinders are all removed and the old concrete founda
tions are being demolished and removed.

Grinder Pressurs
Building completed.
The two pressure pumps have been received from Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Pumps - Job
The motors have not been received yet.
2119
(Over)

Diet. RW.
SIGNED

November 10, 1930
FORM 17

Engineeer.

Miscellaneous

Mr. L.
Nov. 4th.
Mr. C.
Mr. G.
Nov. 5th.
Mr. V.
Nov. 6th.

V. Knight of Johns-Manville Co. visited Tueaday,

K. Passmore of Walworth Co., visited Tuesday, Nov. 4th.
V. Salle, of the H. J. Deutschbein Co. visited Wednesday,

0. McKay visited East Millinocket and Millinocket, Thursday,

GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY

WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK beginning

8 a.

m.

October 27,

19 30 FROM Engineering Dept.
DETAIL

SUBJECT

Water Storage

LETTER NO.

November 3rd Rgport*

November 1st Report*

Ripogenus Elev. 927.43
North Twin
M 491.15

Storage 11,912 Mil. Cu. Ft.
H
«
12.795
M

Ripogenus and North Twin
Small Ponds above Ripogenus

TOTAL STORAGE

24,707
...1.459

*
"

n

w

M

26,166 Mil. Cu. Ft.

Chemi-pulp In
stallation Job 1198

The bottom curved plates have been erected and entirely riveted for
the westerly accumulator. Now ready to start the first course.

Meh. Rm. Roof
Job 1200

Erecting permanent steel stairways from the beater to machine room
roofs.

Still working on the Inst four screens. The two 36M cast iron supply
G.W. Screen Chgsi.
pipes from the knotters to the screens are erected.
Job 1208
This installation is now completed and in service
Wood's Thickener
Job 1211
The track changes covered by this job are now completed and in
Chgs. in Track
Job 1214
iservice.

Skylights for
Grinder Room
Job 1216
Filter House
Extension Job 408

8th Unit at
Dolby - Job
2115

Glazing the five new skylights on the west half of roof.

Forms and reinforcing are completely placed for the walls forming
the tanks and pump pitj also the filter room floor. Will be poured
to-morrow, November 4th.
Removed large steel derrick from top of dam. Removed temporary
wooden bridge over top of dam. Cleaning up around job.
A stiff leg derrick has been set up in front of No. 1 and No. 2
racks and the diver and a crew are dredging out the bark and debris in
front of these two units.

The new pipe was connected to the old pipe Sunday, Nov. 2nd, and
Turbo-Generator
the steam pressure was raised this morning, Nov. 3rd, to 175 lbs. As
Job 2117
soon as the Carrick Control changes have been made the pressure will be
put up to the full 200 Lbs.
The turbine will be ready to etart up within a few days.

SFo. 2 Line Grinders Installing temporary pl tforms and runways for the disposal of old
material.
Job 2118
The steel sash have
The second floor and roof have been concreted
Jrinder Pressurei
now
entirely
closed
in.
been glazed so that the building is
Pumps - Job
2119
Miscellaneous

Frank Partsch, of the J. 0. Ross Eng., Corp., visited Tuesday,
October 28th.

SIGNED

DATE MAILED

FORM 17

Nov. 3, 1930

Engineer

GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY

WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
for week beginning

s

a. m.

October 20,

,930 FROM Engineering Department

43

DETAIL

SUBJECT

Water Storage

letter no.

October 27th Report*

Ripogenus Elev. 928.70 Storage 13,069 Mil. Cu. Ft.
w
it
North Twin *’
490.90
rt
12,620 rt
Ripogenus and North Twin **
25,689 Mil. Cu. Ft.

Oct. 25th Report*

Small Ponds above Ripogenus

TOTAL STORAGE

1.504

rt

II

ft

27, 193 Mil. Cu. Ft.

For the month of October to date, Ripogenus has reported 1.56 inches
of rain and Millinocket has recorded 2.08 inches.
Chemi-pulp
Installation
Job 1198

Roof over extension has been waterproofed.
Two carloads of accumulator tank material were received at the mill
Tuesday, Oct. 21st. Mr. P. Chaisson, erector from the Portland Co.,
arrived Tuesday, Oct. 21st, also. Both cars have been unloaded and
at this writing, six of the column supports for the first accumulator
have been stood up on their anchor bolts. Also the bottom curved plate
has been installed in its approximate position on timber blocking.

}.v;. Screen
Changes - Job
1208

Concrete foundations for two, of the last four scree ns to be
remodeled, are completed. Spoutwork for same is making good progress
and motors are now all rewound.

ood’s Thickener
Job 1211
Changes in Track
Job 1214

Skylights for
Jrinder Room
Job 1216

The old Deane suction pump has been relocated into its new position.
The Wood’s Thickener has been set and grouted in place, and most
of the pipe connections made.

Railroad crew at work on this job.

Skylights on east side of roof completed and those on west side
are now being erected.

Excavation for extension completed and two pours of concrete
liter House Ext
ension • Job 408 footings have been made.

3th Unit a Dolby
Job 2115

'ransmission Line
Job 2116
’urbo-Generator
Job 2117

DATE MAILED

FORM 17

The new unit has operated the entire week and has given very sat
isfactory results. The unit was shut down Sunday, Oct. 26th, so that
the turbine erector could inspect his wheel, penstock, etc. Everything
was found to be O.K. on this inspection and Mr. Murray, erector, left
for home Oct. 26th P.M.
Steel sheeting has been entirely removed from the forebay. The
stiff-leg derrick has been removed from the tailrace walls and the
construction bridge across the tailrace has been entirely removed.
Mr. L. A. Moores, General Electric erector, left .ednesday, Oct. 22nd.
forking on connections to this line.
Turbine and generator grouped in place, and the gratings being
installed around same.
Piping from the turbine up to the piping on the platform will be
installed during the week. Mr. Eagan, pipe coverer from P. S. Thorsen
Co. arrived on the job Saturday, Oct. 25th
(Over)
Pict. RW
SICN>-^<^
Engineer.
Oct. 27, 1930

TT

■

Turbo-Generator
The turbine-driven feed water pump has been installed and was
Continued
put into service Sunday night, October 26th.

The brick walls for this pump house and ground wood foreman’s
Grinder Pressure
office have been completely laid up. The steel for the office floor
Pumps - Job
2119
<and roof is all erected and the forms for the concrete roof are
completed ready for the concrete. Concrete slab for the first
floor was poured last week.
Brick masons finished and left East Millinocket, Saturday
October 25th.
Miscellaneous

Mr. George Ordway - Barrett Roof inspector - visited Tuesday,
October 21st.
Mr. L. 5. Thorsen, visited Friday and Saturday, Oct. 24th and
25th respectively.
Messrs. Conklin and Potter of the Associated Factory Insurance
Co.s, visited Saturday, Oct. 25th.

?
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October 20th Report*

October 18th Report:

Ripogenus Elev. 930.10
North Twin rt
490.60

Storage 14,381 Mil
rt
12.410 *

Ripogenus and North Twin
”
Small Ponds above Ripogenus

TOTAL STORAGE

26,791
1.812

”
“

28,603 Mil

Cu. Ft.
w

tt

*»

rt

H

•t

Cu. Ft.

Chemi-pulp In
stallation Job 1198

Brick masons completed their work Saturday night, October 18th, and
have left the job.
Two carloads of material for the first accumulator were shipped
Saturday, October 18th, and are due to arrive at Millinocket to-day,
Oct. 20th. The Portland Go. has been advised to send their erector, Mr.
Chaisson, at once.

Meh. Room Roof
Job 1200

Structural steel for permanent stairways from the Beater to Machine
Room Roofs has been received.

G.W. Screen
Changes - Job
1208

Steal supports and spoutwork for the final four screens are being
installed, Also the two 36” diameter cast iron supply pipes from the
knotters to the screens are being installed.
Screens and motors being remodeled.

Skylights for
Grinder Room
Job 1216

Skylights on east half of roof are completed except for the ventilator i.
Old skylights on the west half of roof are demolished and two of the curbs
copper flashed to the roof.

Filter House Eat.
Excavation for the addition to the Millinocket Water Co.'s filter
Job 408
house is nearing completion.
8th Unit at Dolby
This unit was turned over for the first time at 6*50 P.M. Thursday,
October 16th, and was run until Sunday, October 19th drying out. A
Job 2115
light load was carried for a portion of the day Sunday but shut down
Sunday night. This morning the wheel was running at 4/10 gate opening
and generating 1700 K.W.
Pulling the remainder of the steel sheeting in the forebay.
Vaterproofing over the Sth unit addition is all completed and about
90$ of the grinder room roof is completed
Making connections of submarine cable onto the pole structure on the
Transmission Line
Job 2116
point opposite the grinder room.

Turbo-Generator
Job 2117

Turbine and generator has been grouted in place.
Feed water piping is now completed and the big pipe and fittings
above the platform are all assembled with the reliefs up thru the roof
Plaster and steel sash partition about 80$ completed.
Electric cables from turbine to switchhouse are progressing very good
Turbine driven feed water pump has been received.

The concrete pier separating No. 5 and No. 6 tailrace has been extend
Grinder Pressuree
ed downstream and concreted up to its new height. The steel for the first
Pumps - Job
2119
floor is all erected, the concrete floor slab poured, and the brick masons
g|a£te^ylaying up the brick walls this morning, Oct. 20th.
(Over)
DATE MAILED

FORM 17

Oct. 20, 1930

SIGNED

Engineer

Miscellaneous

Mr. G. V. Salle, visited Monday, October 13th.
Mr. Don Montville of the Shartle Bros., visited Tuesday end
Wednesday, October 14th and 15th respectively.
Mr. Roy Wagner of the Garlock Packing Go. visited Thursday,
Oct. 16th.

*
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October 20th Reporti

October 18th Reports

Ripogenus Elev. 930.10
North Twin ”
490.60

Storage 14,381 Mil. Cu. Ft.
«*
”
12.410 *

Ripogenus and North Twin
”
Small Ponds above Ripogenus
TOTAL STORAGE

rt

26,791
1.812

”
"

28,603 Mil

H
♦»

Cu. Ft.

Chemi-pulp In
stallation Job 1198

Brick masons completed their work Saturday night, October 18th, and
have left the job.
Two carloads of material for the first accumulator were shipped
Saturday, October 18th, and are due to arrive at Millinocket to-day,
Oct. 20th. The Portland Go. has been advised to send their erector, Mr.
Chaisson, at once.

Meh. Room Roof
Job 1200

Structural steel for permanent stairways from the Beater to Machine
Room Roofs has been received.

G.W. Screen
Changes - Job
1208

Steel supports and spoutwork for the final four screens are being
installed, Also the two 36” diameter cast iron supply pipes from the
knotters to the screens are being installed.
Screens end motors being remodeled.

Skylights for
Grinder Roon
Job 1216

Skylights on east half of roof are completed except for the ventilator s
Old skylights on the west half of roof are demolished and two of the curbs
copper flashed to the roof.

Filter house Ext.
Excavation for the addition to the Millinocket Water Co.*s filter
house is nearing completion.
Job 408
8th Unit at Dolby
This unit was turned over for the first time at 6s50 P.M. Thursday,
October 16th, and was run until Sunday, October 19th drying out. A
Job 2115
light load was carried for a portion of the day Sunday but shut down
Sunday night. This morning the wheel was running at 4/10 gate opening
and generating 1700 K.W.
Pulling the remainder of the steel sheeting in the forebay.
Waterproofing over the 8th unit addition is all completed and about
90$ of the grinder room roof is completed.

Making connections of submarine cable onto the pole structure on the
Transm ssion Line
Job 2116
point opposite the grinder room.

Turbo-Generator
Job 2117

Turbine and generator has been grouted in place.
Feud water piping is now completed and the big pipe and fittings
above the platform are all assembled with the reliefs up thru the roof.
Blaster and steel sash partition about 80$ completed.
Electric cables from turbine to switchhouse are progressing very good
Turbine driven feed vater pump has been received.

The concrete pier separating No. 5 and No. 6 tailrace has been extend
Grinder Pressuree
ed downstream and concreted up to its new height. The steel for the first
Pumps - Job
floor is all erected, the concrete floor slab poured, and the brick masons
2119
^ta£te^ylaying up the brick walls this morning, Oct. 20th.
(Over)
DATE MAILED

FORM 17

Oct. 20, 1930

SIGNED

Engineer

Miscellaneous

Mr. G. V. Salle, visited Monday, October 13th.
Mr. Don Montville of the Shartle Bros., visited Tuesday and
Wednesday, October 14th and 15th respectively.
Mr. Roy Wagner of the Garlock Packing Go. visited Thursday,
Oct. 16th.
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Ripogenus Elev. 931.36 Storage 15,605 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin
" 490.50
*
12.340 0
*
0
Ripogenus and North
0
27,945 0
0
”
Small Ponds above Ripogenus
2.266 0
0
0

TOTAL STORAGE
Chemi-pulp In
stallation
Job 1198

letter no.

DETAIL

SUBJECT

Water Storage

^30

30,211 Mil. Cu. Ft.

The brick walls of the extension to the building are completed and
are now being washed down and the stagings removed.
Concrete roof over the new extension has been poured.

Sunday, Oct. 13th, the remaining twenty knee braces were riveted.
Meh. Room Roof
Job 1200
The last four screens have been removed together with all their
G.W. Screen Chgs.
spout
work. The old stock supply spout has been demolished also
old
Job 1208
and the t.elve screens that have been changed over are being supplied
by a temporary wooden spout.

Skylights for
Grinder Room
Job 1216

Four skylights on the east half of the roof will be entirely com
pleted to-night with the exception of the ventilators. The fifth sky
light on the east side is already for glazing.
Five frames on west side of roof all assembled ready for erection.

8th Unit 3 Doll y
Job 2115

Headgate installed and the gate hoist is now being installed.
Dredging of the tailrace completed; removed concrete mixing plant
and cleaning up around the job.
Waterproofing is now being installed by the Hahnel Bros, and about
two-thirds of the paper is placed on the roof at this writing.

Transmission
Line - Job
2116

The new wires have been pulled up into place on the pole line
extension and are now ready to be tied onto the insulators.

Turbo-Generat or
Job 2117

Mr. Wilder, G. E. Turbine erector, arrived Friday, October 10th, and
the turbine and generator have been moved In onto the foundation. Steel
sash in the partition is all erected, and the hyrib is being placed, a
portion of which is already plastered.
Erection of steam piping is making good progress. All the pipe on
the valve platform is assembled in place ready for connections and the
40-lb. line connection was made in the engine room Sunday, Oct. 12th.

Miscellaneous

Mr. Oscar Hahnel and George Ordway visited Tuesday, Oct. 7th.
Ur. J. R. Wade visited Wednesday and Thursday, October Sth and
Sth respectively.
Mr. L. Thorsen visited Saturday, Oct. 11th

<ocrii
Diet. RV.'i

DATE MAILED

FORM 17

October 13, 1930

Engineer.
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October 6th Report:

Ripogenus Elev. 932.20 Storage 16,449
North Twin *
490.40
*
12,270
Ripogenus and North Twin *
28,719

Mil. Cu. Ft.
” ”
*
M *
”

No Report Received from Spruce Wood Department at this writing.

For the month of September, Ripogenus reported 2.54 inches of
rain and Millinocket recorded 2.30 inches.
Chemi-pulp In
stallation Job 1198

£ch. Room Roof
Job 1200

The brick walls of the extension to the building are aoout 90$
completed•
Structural steel, ladders, and spiral stairways are all erected.
Sewer drains in basement now all relocated into their final location.

Sunday, October Sth, twenty-six more knee braces were riveted. There
now remains twenty more to be riveted.
Structural steel for additional trolley run ays over the dryer
gears of the paper machines have been ordered. Also structural steel
for permanent stairways from the Beater Room to Machine Room Roofs.

Twelve of the screens have been revamped and put into operation.
J.W. Screen Chgi.
The last four are now being removed together with their old spoutwork
Job 1208
preparatory to remodeling.

Steel Gates at
Juakish - Job
1213

Both gates now completely installed and in service.

Job completed.

Skylights for
Grinder Room
Job 1216

Three skylight frames all erected on their curbs on the east half
of the roof and a start made on the glazing of same.
Frames for the remaining seven skylights are all assembled ready
to be installed.

Sth Unit at
Dolby - Job
2115

Structural steel for supporting the trash racks and rack platform
is erected and riveted. Cleaning and painting inside of penstock.
Last section of concrete roof has been poured and now waiting for
Hahnel Bros, to apply waterproofing.
Dredging out the tail/ace, removing the concrete mixing plant and
cleaning up around the job.
The stator ring of the generator has been centered and the foundation
bolts grouted in. The rotor has been placed inside of the stator ring.
The pole structures at each end of the extension to the new line
have been erected.

Transmission
Line - Job
2116
Turbo-Generatoi1
Job 2117

Miscellaneous

DATE MAILED

FORM 17

Concrete foundations for the turbo-generator and the floor to the
pit have been poured. Forms are now being removed.
The feed water pipe was raised to its new position Sunday, Oct. 5th.
The new base plate and aluminum housing for the generator have been
received at East Millinocket.
Mr. L. 0. Bidstrup of Ingersoll-Rand Co., visited Wednesday, Oct. 1st
Mr. J.
Gaitenby of the Norwood Engineering Co., visited Friday,
Oct. 3rd.
Diet. RW»
(Over)
Oct. 6, 1930

tC.

Engineer.

Miscellaneous
Continued

Mr. L. H. Kipple, foreman,and h helper from Sullivan
Machinery Company reported at Mattawamkeag Oct. 2nd and now
have .ash boring of Hole #26 underway.
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October 6th Report*

Ripogenus Elev. 932.20 Storage
North Twin rt
490.40
*
Ripogenus and North Twin ”

16,449
12.270
28,719

Mil. Cu. Ft.
“ ”
*
” *
*

No Report Received from Spruce Wood Department at this writing.

For the month of September, Ripogenus reported 2.54 inches of
rain and Millinocket recorded 2.30 inches.
Chemi-pulp In
stallation Job 1198
i£ch. Room Roof
Job 1200

The brick walls of the extension to the buxldxng are aoout 90$
completed.
Structural steel, ladders, and spiral stairways are all erected.
Sewer drains in basement now all relocated into their final location.

Sunday, October 5th, twenty-six more knee braces were riveted. There
now remains twenty more to be riveted.
Structural steel for additional trolley run ays over the dryer
gears of the paper machines have been ordered. Also structural steel
for permanent stairways from the Beater Room to Machine Room Roofs.

Twelve of the screens have been revamped and put into operation.
J.W. Screen Chgi.
The
last
four are now being removed together with their old spoutwork
Job 1208
preparatory to remodeling.
iteel Gates at
^uakish - Job
1213

Both gates now completely installed and in service.

Job completed.

Skylights for
Grinder Room
Job 1216

Three skylight frames all erected on their curbs on the east half
of the roof and a start made on the glazing of same.
Frames for the remaining seven skylights are all assembled ready
to be installed.

8th Unit at
Dolby - Job
2115

Structural steel for supporting the trash racks and rack platform
is erected and riveted. Cleaning and painting inside of penstock.
Last section of concrete roof has been poured and now visiting for
Hahnel Bros, to apply waterproofing.
Dredging out the tail-ace, removing the concrete mixing plant and
cleaning up around the job.
The stator ring of the generator has been centered and the foundation
bolts grouted in. The rotor has been placed inside of the stator ring.
The pole structures at each end of the extension to the new line
have been erected.

Transmission
Line - Job
2116
Turbo-Generator
Job 2117

Miscellaneous

Concrete foundations for the turbo-generator and the floor to the
pit have been poured. Forms are now being removed.
The feed water pipe was raised to its new position Sunday, Oct. 5th.
The new base plate and aluminum housing for the generator have been
received at East Millinocket.
Mr. L. 0. Bidstrup of Ingersoll-Rand Co., visited Wednesday, Oct. lst<
Mr. J.
Gaitenby of the Norwood Engineering Co., visited Friday,
Oct. 3rd.
Diet. RVW
(Over)
SIGNED

DATE MAILED

FORM 17

Oct. 6, 1930

Engineer.

Miscellaneous
Continued

Mr. L. H. Kipple, foreman,and h helper from Sullivan
Machinery Company reported at Mattawamkeag Oct. 2nd and now
have <ash boring of Hole #26 underway.
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Water Storage

Sept. 29th Report*

Ripogenus Elev. 933.30 Storage 17,575 Mil. Cu. Ft.
ft
H
North Twin ”
490.35
M
12.235 n
a
n
H
Ripogenus and North Twin
29,810

Sept. 27th Report*

Small Ronds above Ripogenus

TOTAL STORAGE

3^772

M

ft

a

33,582 Mil. Cu. Ft.

For the month of September to date, Ripogenus has reported 2.44 inches
of rain and Millinocket 2.30 inches.
^hemi-pulp In
stallation Job 1198

Brickmasons laying up walls of extension and they are about 60$
completed•
Started building forms for the concrete roof over addition.
Excavating for further tile sewer drains in the basement.

Meh. Room Roof
Job 1200

Sunday, Sept. 28th, all but one knee brace on the center line of
columns were riveted in place. Afeout two more Sundays will complete
the knee braces on the North and South columns.

G.W. Screen
Changes - Job
1208

Two of the third group of four screens were put into operation
Sunday, Sept. 28th but the middle bearing of one was running bad so
that the screen has been shut down so as to take the bearing out.

Steel Gates at
^uakish - Job
1213
Skylights for
Grinder Room
Job 1216

One gate completely installed and working on installation of second
one now.

8th Unit at
Dolby - Job
2115

Removing bridge across tail racs, but will be delayed a few days
becuase of a broken boom on the stiff leg derrick.
The last big pour of concrete was completed Sunday morning at
8 o’clock. This comprised the top section of the darn where the penstock
entrance changes from 14 feet square to 14 fe<t round.
The stator ring of the generator has been placed onto the foundation
and is now being centered and leveled by the erector. The rotor has
been moved irto the room on skids preparatory to installing.
L. A. Moores, G. E. Co. erector, arrived on job Monday Sept. 22nd.

Transmission
Line - Job
2116

Seven of the ten new skylights are assembled together on the roof.
As soon as the remaining three units are assembled, they will be
installed on the curbs.

line.

Turbo-Generator
Job 2117

Miscellaneous

Building pole structures at either end of the extension to the new
As soon as these are completed, the new wire can be strung.

Forms practically all completed and setting anchor bolts today.
Mr. A. R. Caspar visited Millinocket and East Millinocket Wednesday
and Thursday, dept. 24th and 25th respectively.
Mr. G. V. Salle of the H. J. Deutschbein Co. visited Saturday,
Sept. 27th.

Diet. RV
DATEMA.LED
FORM

17

Sept. g9, 193Q
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Engineer.
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no.

Sept. 22d

Report:

Sept. 20th Report:

Ripogenus Elev. 934.70 Storage 19,038 Mil. Cu. Ft.
H
North Twin rt
490.25
*
12.165 rt
M
H
Ripogenus and North Twin
”
31,203 H
*
W
Small Ponds above Ripogenus
3.629 M
rt

Total Storage
34,832 **
For the month of September to date. Ripogenus has reported 2.22
inches of rain and Millinocket has recorded 2.06 inches.

Chemi-Pulp
Job 1198

01a concrete floors and old structural steel removed from the
building. New structural steel practically all erected and riveted, and
the brick masons are laying up the walls of the extension.
Concreted basement floor around the accumulator foundations.

Meh. Room Roof
Job 1200

Sunday, September 21st, the balance of the lattice girders were
removed from between machines 5 and 6. This completes the removal of
all of the trusses and the lattice girders.

G.%. Screen
Changes - Job
1208

The third group of four screens have been removed and are being
rebuilt and the motors rewound. New foundations, new spoutwork, etc.,
are being erected.

Steel Gates at
Quakish - Job
1213

The first gate and its hoist is completely installed and in service.
The old wooden gate has been removed preparatory to installing the second
steel gate.

Skylights for
Grinder Room
Job 1216

The skylight material has been received and Hahnel Bro.’s men are
now assembling the skylight frames on the roof.

8th Unit at
Dolby - Job
2115

Brickmasons completed building walls.
Downstream coffer dam practically all removed at this writing and
a start made on the removal of the bridge.
Steel penstock is all completed and the forms for the concrete
section where it changes from 14 ft. square to 14 ft. round are being
built.
Three carloads of the generator (complete shipment) have been re
ceived at Dolby and the stator is now being moved into the grinder room.
Erection of waterwheel continues.

Transmission Li ne
Placing cross arms & insulators on the extension of the new pole
Job 2116
line to the grinder room.

Turbo-Generator
Job 2117

Miscellaneous

Structural steel all erected and riveted, and the old steel removed
Valve platform overhead has been concreted.
Turbo-generator set has been received.
Mr. C. K. Passmore of the Walworth Go. visited Tuesday, Sept. 16th.
Mr. G. w. Howard of the G. E. Co. visited Friday, Sept. 19th.
Mr. J. H. Davis. Jr. of the Alloy Steel Products Co., visited
Friday, Sept. 19th.

Diet. RVW
SIGNED
DATE MAILED

FORM IT

Sept. 22, 1930

Engineer.
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Sept. 15th Report*

Ripogenus Elev. 935.92 Storage 20,349 Mil. Cu. Ft.
H
"
»»
11.990 w
North Twin
*
490.00
W
ft
H
H
32,339
Ripogenus and North Twin

Sept. 13th Report*

Small Bonds above Ripogenus

3.190

M

H

tt

35, 529 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Total Storage
has
reported 0.84”
For the month of September to date, Ripogenus
of rain and Millinocket has recorded 1.50 inches.

Chemi-pulp
Job 1198'

Old concrete floors all demolished and removed.
tile sewers that will be under the new accumulators.
Erecting and riveting the new structural steel.

Meh. loom Roof
Job 1200

Sunday, September 14th, all of the lattice girders between machines
2 and 3 were removed. One more Sunday will remove the lattice girders
between machines 5 and 6.

G.^. Screen
Changes • Job
1208

The second group of four screens were put into operation Sunday,
Sept. 14th. This makes a total of 8 now changed over or 50$ of the
installation.
The third group of four screens and their old spoutwork are now
being removed preparatory to remoueling.

Steel Gates at
^uakish * Job
1213

Removed one old wooden gate and d opped the new steel gate into
the opening.
Building forms for the gate hoist foundations.

8th Unit at
Dolby - Job
2115

acid •

Transmission
Job 2116

Downstream brick wall all laid up and now Deing washed down with

The derrick that was mounted on the downstream coffer dem has been
dismantled and removed and the coffer dam is being removed. New stiff
leg derrick being erected on the two conctete tailrace walls.
Drilling and chipping of the old concrete dam for the top of the
penstock will oe practically completed by to-night, Sept. lbth. Bolting
together last section of the steel penstock and started the formwork
for the concrete transforming section.
All of the concrete slab on the grinder room roof has been poured.
J. P. Murray, new I. B. Morris water wheel erector, arrived Wed
nesday, be pt. 10th and is assembling the new unit.
ne
New work on the old transmiseon line between Dolby and East
Millinocket has been completed and was connected up at both ends and
put into service Sunday, Sept. 14th.
Now working on extension of other circuit toward grinder room
(connection to submarine cables).

Erecting and riveting the new structural steel,
Turbo-Generator
forms for the overhead platform floor.
Job 2117
Miscellaneous

Concreting in

started building

Mr. 1ft. 0. McKay visited Millinocket and East Millinocket Tuesday
and Wednesday, Sept. 9th and 10th respectively.
Mr. L. 0. Bidstrup of Ingersoll-Rand Co. called Tuesday, Sept. 9th.
(liver)
Pict. RVV
SIGNED

DATE MAILED

FORM IT

Sept. 15, 1930

Engineer.

Miscellaneous
Continued

Mr. Oscar Hahnel, of Hahnel Bros., visited Thursday, Sept. 11th
First shipment of new four-fout grinders received at East
Millinocket Friday, Sept. 12th.
■fc
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Sept. 8th Report:

Water Storage

Sept. 6th Report:

Ripogenus Elev. 937.47
North Twin ”
489.80

Storage 22,Obi Mil. Cu. Ft
H
n
»»
rt
11.850

Ripogenus -nd North Twin
Small Ponds above Ripogenus

TOTAL STORAGE

33,931
3.019

36,950

rt

H

rt

H

M

Mil. Cu. Ft.

For the month of September to-date, Ripogenus has reported 0.36”
of rain and Millinocket has recorded O.t>7”.

Chemi-pulp
Joo 1198

Concrete foundation for the easterly accumulator is poured. De
molishing and removing old concrete floors and structural steel.
The new structural steel for this job has been received and a start
will be made on the erection of same to-morrow, Sept# 9th.

Meh. Room Roof
Job 1200

Sunday, Sept. 7th, the final ten trusses were removed from the paper
machine room. In addition to this, five lattice girders were removed.
Two more Sundays should complete the removal of the lattice girders.

G.W Screen
Cha ges - Job
1208

Rebuilding the second group of four screens and their motors.
Assembling new spoutwork, steel, eic. These four screens will probably
be ready for service next Sunday, Sept. 14th.

The brick masons have completed the river wall and have got the
Sth Unit at Dolby
downstream wall laid up to the tops of the windows at this writing,
Job 2115
Demolishing the downstream cofferdam and removing the derrick
that was mounted on it. Erecting new stiff leg derrick on the two
concrete tailrace walls.
Drilling and chipping out section of old concrete dam for the top
of penstock.
One-half of the old grinder room roof , that is to be replaced, is
concreted. Forms for the second half are being built and another
section will be poured to-day.
The new 3/0 circuit is now practically all installed on the new
Transmission Li ne
poles of the old transmission line. Present plans are to connect up
Job 2116
the two ends of this line next Sunday, Sept. 14th.

Turbo-Generator
Job 2117

Miscellaneous

Pict. RVW
DATE MAILED

FORM

17

Excavation for turbo-generator set is practieally completed and
pit walls are all concreted. The overhead floor has been entirely
removed.
New Structural Steel has been received end is being erected before
removing the old steel.
Magner of the Garlock Packing Co., visited Tuesday, Sept.

Messrs. H. J. Deutschbein and G. V. Salle visited the construction
jobs at Millinocket and Etst Millinocket, Thursday and Friday, Sept.
4th and Sth respectively.
Mr. E. F. Jones of the Spruce wood Department called Thursday,
Sept. 4th.
Mr. Thompson, Jenseen Lead Burner, has arrived at Madison in con
nection with the changes in the gas lines of the Janssen towers.
&A-engineer
Sept. Sth, 1930
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Ripogenus Llev. 938.dO Storage 23, 613 Mil. Cu
a
North Twin 0
489.00
*
11,290 0
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DETAIL

SUBJECT

Water Storage

Sept. 2nd Report:

Aug. 30th Report:

Ripogenus and North Twin 0
Small Ponds above Ripogenus

TOTAL STORAGE

34,903
4.274

0
*’

a

h
M

h

39,177 Mil. Cu. It.

For the month of August, Ripogenus has reported 3.43 inches of
rain and Millinocket has recorded 2.25 inches.
Chemi-pulp
Job 1198

Excavation for the foundation of the easterly accumulator is
practically completed. Demolishing concrete floors in the old building.
Moving cabinets, etc., from the old sulphite foreman’s office to
the new one. Installing hyrib for toilet partition.

Meh. Room Roof
Job 1200

No trusses or steel removed from over the paper machines this
week-end due to the Labor Day holiday and interference with work to
be done by mill crew on Sunday.

The second group of four screens have been removed and the old
G.W. Screen Chgs.
spoutwork demolished.
Job 1208
Concrete foundations for two of the screens in their new positions
are completed and forms for the other two are being built.
8th Unit at
Dolby - Job
2115

The brick masons have completely laid up the river wall and have
made a start on the downstream wall.
Poured large section^ of concrete rear wall around the penstock
and clear across the full width of the new building. Also poured
three more bays of concrete roof over the new building.
Drilling and chipping out section of old concrete dam for the
top of the penstock.
About one-fourth of the old grinder room roof, that is to be
replaced, is concreted and the forms being removed. Building forms
for the second section of roof.
Mr. B. F. Leeman, I. P. Morris erector, was released and left
the job Thursday, Aug. 28th.

Stringing and tieing onto the insulators, the new 3/0 circuit
Transmission Li ie
on the new poles of the old transmission line.
Job 2116
Structural steel wire racks inside the Dolby station are erected
and a start made on pulling the wires up onto them.
Wire fence to put around the pole structure and lightning arrestors
on the point has been received.
Turbo-Generato:r
Excavation for turbo-generator set continues. Preparing to knock
Job 2117
out over head floor. Removing forms from another section of pit
retaining wall.

Miscellaneous

Started piling out wood at Millinocket this morning.
Mr. J. S. White of the Morse Chain Co., visited Millinocket and
East Millinocket Friday, Aggust 29th.
Diet. RW
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Aug. 25th Report*

Aug. 23rd Report*

Ripogenus Elev. 939.20
North Twin
* 488.60
Ripogenus and North Twin
Small Ponds above Rip.
TOTAL STORAGE

Stopage 24,083 Mil. Cu. Ft.
w
H
*
11.014
rt
H
M

35,097
5.522

W

ft

H

fl

H

H

40,619 Mil. Cu. Ft

For the month of August to-date, Ripugenus has reported 3.09 inches
of rain and Millinocket has recorded 1.70 inches

Chemi-pulp
Job 1198

Concrete roof of addition to the lime storage building has been
poured and the waterproofing applied.
Excavating for the foundation of the easterly accumulator. Foundation for westerly one completed.
west end of building removed for extension

Mc>h. Room Roof
Job 1200

Removed twelve more trusses Sunday, August 25th (4 over #1 and #2
machines and 8 over #3 and #4 machines). This ma kes a total of 77
trusses now removed with a balance of only ten to be removed, exclusive
of lattice girders. Also removed 5 lattice girders between #2 and #3
machines and practically completed all of the trolley work over all
six machines.
The fourth and last fan and heater unit is nearing completion and
will be ready for service next week.

G.W. Screen
Changes - Job
.1208

The first four screen units have been completely rebuilt and put
into operation Bunday afternoon, August 24th. The next four screens
are now being removed preparatory to rebuilding.

Brick masons have laid up the river wall to within about 5 feet
8th Unit at Dolby
of the roof at this writing.
Job 2115
Six bays of the concrete roof have been poured and three more will
be poured this afternoon, August 25th.
The penstock is being assembled and riveted? only one more section
of the steel penstock to be assembled. The lower end of the penstock
is concreted in and forms are now being ouilt to concrete it in on the
slope
A portion of the grinder room roof has been demolished and are
now building forms for the first section of concrete roof.

Old lines nave been transferred onto the new poles and crossarms
Transmission Li ne
of the old transmission line. Now stringing the new 3/0 circuit on
Job 2116
these new poles.

Turbo-Generator
Job 2117

Excavating for turbo-generator found tion, and removing forms
from retaining wall of pit.

Diet. RVfe
DATE MAILED

FORM
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Aug. 25, 1930
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August 18th Report*

August 16th Report*

Ripogenus Kiev. ‘939.73 Stora s 24,714
North Twin *
488.30
10.807
Ripogenus and North Twin
*
35,521
_8S503
Small Ponds above Ripogenus

TOTAL STORAGE

Cu. Ft.
ft
«
H
ft
ft
h

44, 024 Mil. Cu. Ft

For the month of August to-date, Ripogenus has reported 2.91 inches
of rain and Millinocket has recorded 1.37 inches.
Chemi-pulp
Job 1198

Concrete roof of addition to the lime storage building has been poured.
Foundation for westerly accumulator is completed and being backfilled
Concrete foundations for new tile severs are poured. Excavating for the
foundation of the easterly accumulator.

kfach. Room Roof
Removed twelve more trusses Sunday, August 17th (3 over #3 and $4
1200
machines
and 9 over $5 and y'6 machines), This makes a total of 65 trusses
Job
now removed with a balance of 22 more to be removed exclusive of lattice
girders.
Completed erecting trolley steel over machines $5 and ^6 and pract
ically completed over ^3 and $4 machines. Also got trolley steel up
over presses of machines #1 and $2 but not welded.
Two more fan houses put into operation for a total of three. Working
on piping for fourth and last unit.

l.W. Screen
Changes - Job
1208

Rebuilding screens and motors on first four units.
Concrete foundations for first four screens in their new position
have been poured.
Structural steel for spout supports is being erected and a start
made on the erection of the spoutwork.

Changes in RR
Old cement storage shed and house for old conveyor drive has been
Tracks - Job
demolished.
1214
Structural steel all erected and riveted and the 25-ton whiting
8th Unit at
Dolby - Job 2115 crane installed in place.
Brick masons laying up river wall| and at this writing it is up to
the window sills.
Started building forms for the roof over the 8th Unit.
Breaking out section of old concrete dam for the penstock continues.
Forms for the balance of buttress wall and the upstream river wall
are completed and concrete will be poured to-morrow, Aug. 19th.
Placing old wires onto the new poles on the old transmission line and
Transmission
Line - Job 2116 tieing onto the insulators.
Excavating pit for turbo-generator foundation and started building
Turbo-Generator
forms.
Job 2117

Miscellaneous

Mr. F. C. Bov.ler left for Madison and Boston Tuesday, August 12th
and returned Friday morning, August 15th.
Messrs. E. Hobb and Kerrey of the Clinton E. Hobbs visited to-d^y,
August 18th.
Mr. D. Pescione of the General Electric Company arrived this morning,
August 18th, to work on the Dolby and East Millinocket jobs.

Diet. RVW
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August 11th Report:

Ripogenus Elev. ,.40.80
North Twin rt
488.25

Storage 26,006 Mil. Cu. Ft.
w
i*
”
10.773 n

Ripogenus and North Twin
August 9th Report:
Small Ponds above Ripogenus

TOTAL STORAGE

36, 779

rt

8.720

45, 499

rt

rt

H

M

M

Mil. Cu. Ft.

For the month of August to-date, Ripogenus has reported 1.91 inches
of rain and Millinocket has recorded 0.78 inches.
Machine Room
Roof - Job
1200

Removed ten trusses over No. 5 and No. 6 paper machines Sunday,
August 10th, making a total of 53 now removed. Erected trolley over
calenders of 3, 4, 5 & 6 paper machines. Also erected trolleys over
couch roll and presses of 5 and 6 paper machines.
Pent houses all plastered, working on the piping to the heaters.

Chemi-pulp
Job 1198

Brick walls for the addition to the lime storage are all laid up.
Forms for the roof to the addition are completed ready for placement
of reinforcement.
Excavating old concrete floors for new sever drains. Concreted
footing of westerly accumulator and started building pier forms.

G.W. Screen
Changes - Job
1208

Two more screens have been removed (for a total of four) with
their corresponding spoutwork.
Rebuilding screens and rewiring motors.

Demolishing and removing old cement shed that conflicts with new
Changes in R.H»
track.
Tracks - Job
1214
Breaking out section of old concrete dam for penstock and erecting
8th Unit at Dolby
the lower end of the penstook to the scroll case.
Job 2115
Dismanteled and moved pumps from site of lower coffer dam.
Erecting structural steel in place and preparing to erect 25 ton
crane. Brick masons to start laying up walls within a day or two.

New polejail erected on old pole line and wires being pulled up
Transmission Line
onto the new poles. Poles on the new pole line extension are all erected.
Job 2116
The submarine cable is all laid in place ready to be connected at
both ends.
H. J. Deutschbein Co.’s crew excavating for foundation for the steam
Turbo-Generator
turbo-generator set.
Job 2117
Miscell neous

l’r. John McLeod arrived Monday, August 4th.
Mr. Fred Mears Visited Tuesday and Wednesday, August 5th and 6th
respectively.

Diet. RW
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August 4th Reports

August 2nd Report*

Ripogenus Elev. 941.44 Storage 26,789 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin ”
488.85
”
11.187 ”
”
*
Ml

Ripogenus & North Twin
*
37,976
Small Reservoirs above Ripogenus 8.875
TOTAL STORAGE

46,851

Mil. Cu. Ft.

For the month of July, Ripogenus reported 3.50 inches of rain and
Millinocket recorded 3.88 inches.
For August to date, Ripogenus has reported 0.83 of an inch and
Millinocket has recorded 0.21 of an inch.
Machine Room
Roof - Job
1200

Six more trusses were removed over the dry end of machines #1 and
#2 end eight over the dryers of machines #3 and $4 Sunday, August 3rd.
This makes a total of 43 trusses now removed.
Steelcrete all applied to fan houses and fan house over #1 machine
is all plastered. Fan in house over #1 machine is in operation and
the pipers are working on the remaining three.

Chemi-pulp
Job 1198

The brick walls for the ad ition to the lime storage building will
be practically completed by to-night, August 4th. Concrete floor in
this addition poured Saturday, August 2nd.
Excavating for the accumulator tank foundations.

Screen
Changes - Job
1208

Thursday, July 31st, two of the Bird screens on the south end were
dismantled and removed. These two screens are now being rebuilt and
the electricians are rewinding the 75 H.P. motors into 100 H.P. motors.
Cypress spoutwork in shop continues.

3th Unit at Dolby
A portion of the scroll case was concreted in Wednesday, July 30th,
and the balance over the scroll case up to the main floor level is being
Job 2115
poured to-day, August 4th. Curved form for generator foundation is in
place.
Breaking out section of old concrete dam for penstock and a start
made on the erection of the lower end of the penstock onto the scroll case
Stopped the pumps in the downstream coffer dam at 4 P.M. Saturday
and let the tailrace fill in with water.

rransmissien Linei
The new poles are all erected on the old pole line and a start made
Job 2116
digging for the poles on the right-of-way down to the point opposite the
dam.
A start was made Saturday, August 2nd, on the laying of the sub
marine cable and one cable is expected to be completely laid to-night.
*urbo-Generator
Job 2117

The necessary preliminary work has been done by the mill, and a
Deutschbein crew will start work on this job to-morrow, August Sth.

Diet. RVW
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FORM 17

Aug. 4, 1930

(Over)

Engineer.

Miscellaneous

Mr. E. F. Jones of ths Bangor office called ..ednesday, July 30th.
Mr. Chase of the Spruce wood Forest Engineering Department,
visited Thursday* July 31st.
Mr. F. S. Crowell of the H. J. Deutschbein Co.e visited the
Millinock st and Dolby jobs Thursday and Friday, July 31st and August
1st., respectively.
Mr. C. K# Passmore of the Walworth Co., visited Thursday, July 31st
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July 28th Report:

Ripogenus Elev. 941.95 Storage 27,413 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin "
489.60
”
11.710
*
*
*
Ripogenus and North Twin
”
39, 123
*
«
»»

(Report on small reservoirs above Ripogenus not received at this
writing)•
For the month of July to-date, Ripogenus has reported 3.32 inches
of rain and Millinocket has recorded 3.59 inches.
Meh. Room Roof
Job 1200

Five more trusses were removed over the dryers of machines 1 and 2;
five over the wet end of machines 3 and 4 and five over the wet end of
machines 5 and 6 Sunday, July 27th. This makes a total of 29 trusses
now removed.
The insulation and waterproofing is all completed and the contractor
left the job.
Pent house walls all laid up with gypsum blocks and steelcrete
being applied to the exterior preparatory to cement plastering. Con
crete roofs all poured and waterproofing applied. Fan over No. 1 paper
machine is in operation. The remaining three fans are all erected but
not yet hooked up with the necessary steam piping.
Removed the trestle over the Finishing Room Roof.

Chemi-pulp
Job 1198

Brick masons laying up brick wall for the addition to the lime
storage building. Building forms for the floor in the addition.
Started breaking out old concrete floor in the basement as a
start on the excavation for the tank foundations.
Changed over two pumpe Sunday, July 27th.

G.w. Screen Rm.
Changes - Job
1208
8th Unit at Dolby
been
Job 2115
been

Running the Trimbey screens that are set up for temporary service.
Building cypress spoutwork in the carpenter shop.

The third and final section of the downstream tailrace wall has
poured, and the concrete floor for the racks in the forebay has
poured.
Building curved forms for the generator foundation,
Riveting and leveling .scroll case preparatory to concreting it in
place.
Drilling and breaking out section of concrete dam where the new
penstock is to be installed.

Transmission Line
All but eight of the new poles have been erected on the old transJob 2116
mission line. About one-half of the ire has been transferred onto
the cross-arms of the new poles but not tied up onto the insulators.

iiscellaneous

Mr. J. M. Wade of the G. E. Co. visited Wednesday, July 23rd.
Mr. D. Theriault left for the Montague Machine Works Wednesday
night July 23rd and returned Saturday morning July 26th.
Mr. John McLeod left Saturday night, July 26th.

Diet. RVW
DATE MAILED
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July 28, 1930
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July 21st Reports

July 19th Reports

Ripo enus Elev. 942.62 Storage 28,250 Mil.Cu. Ft.
North Twin «
490.10
H
12.060 "
”
”

Ripogenus & North Twin
”
40,310 ”
Small Reservoirs above Ripogenus 9.184 ”

Total Storage

49,494 Mil

It
rt

Cu. Ft.

There has been a loss of 391 million cubic feet in the total
storage since last Monday, July 14th.
For the month of July to date, Ripogenus has reported 2.82 inches
of rain and Millinocket has recorded 2.98 inches.
Fourteen of the old trusses were removed over paper machines #1
Meh. Room Roof
Completion - Job and #2 Sunday, July 20th, and the necessary trolleys changed over.
Structural steel for the pent houses is all erected, two of the
1200
concrete roofs poured and being waterproofed, and the gypsum walls
about 90$ laid up. The two fans over the north half of the room are
connected up to their motors and the steam piping to the heaters is
being rushed5 hope to have the one over No. 1 paper machine ready to
run by to-night.
The waterproofing is nearing completion.

G. • Screen Rm
Changes - Job
1208

The two Trimbey screens for temporary service during the changeover are all installed.
Cypress spoutwork continues in the carpenter shop.

Chemi-pulp
Job 1198

Concrete foundation walls for the addition to the lime storage
building are poured and the brick masons started laying up the wall
Saturday, July 19th.
Removed the old settling tank and installed the new one Sunday,
July 20th.

8th Unit at
Dolby - Job
2115

Concrete walls of new building are all up to main floor level and
two sections (6 bteps) of buttress wall is poured. Another section
of the downstream tailrace wall has been poured and the 3rd and last
section will be poured the latter part of the week.
Riveting and caulking the scroll case.
Drilling and breaking out section of concrete dam where the new
penstock is to be installed.
Final shipment of structural steel received at Dolby to-day, July
21st.

Both right-of-ways cleared. Digging pole holes and erecting the
Transmission Line
new poles and cross-arms on the old pole line.
Job 2116
Miscellaneous*;

Mr. Harry Bassett of the B. & A. Engineering Department visited
Tuesday, July 15th.
Mr. V.# A. Whitcomb visited Millinocket and East Millinocket on
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, July 16th, 17th and 18th respectively.
Messrs. Bell and Bidstrup of Ingersoll-Rand Co., visited Thursday,
July 17th.
Mr. John McLeod arrived Millinocket Friday July 18th.
Diet# RW
(Over)
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July 21st, 1930

Engineer.

Miscellaneous
Continued.

Mr. Roy Magner of the Garlock Packing Co. called Friday,
July 18th.
Mr. Conklin of the Associated Factory Insurance Co., called
Friday, July 18th.
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July 14th Report! Ripogenus Alev* 942.67
North Twin M
490.50

Storage 28,313 Mil. Cu. Ft.
"
12-340 "
*
"

"
40,653
Ripogenus and North Twin
July 12th Report! Small Reservoirs above Ripogenus 9.232

"

49,885

”

TOTAL STORAGE

*•

There has been a gain in the total storege of 107 million cubic
feet since last Monday, July 7th.
For the month of July to date, Ripogenus has reported 1.86 inches
of rain and Millin cket has recorded 2.39 inches.
Meh. Room Roof
Completion
Job 1200

The last section of old roofing plank (over machines 1, 2 and 3, )
was removed Sunday, July 13th.
The four supply fans and their heater sections have been erected
in place, and the structural steel for the pent houses is practically
completed. Hr. I). Eccles, J. 0. Ross erector, left Millinocket this
morning, July 14th.
The cork insulation and waterproofing is placed except im ediately
around the new pent houses. Final coat of pitch and gravel is about
80$ placed.
Changed electric fan circuits on the roof over onto the new steel
ydppcrtc.

G.' . Screen Rn.
Job 1208

Th© lest three beams were placed Sunday, July 13 th, and will be
riveted up next Sunday.
Two Trimbey screens for temporary service during the change o er
are practically all installed at this writing.
Cypress spoutwork under construction in the carpenter shop is
about two-thirds completed.

Chemi-pulp
Job 1198

poured section of concrete foundation wall for sd-ition to the lime
storage building.
Betting up ” pump-over” pump into new position and making necessary
lead pipe changes, Assembling new acid settling tank preparatory to
installing some.

8th Unit 2 Dolby
Job 2115

Unwatering and bracing the up-stream coffer dam.
Concrete walls of new building are all up to the main floor level
and one section (3 steps) of buttress wall is poured.
Drilling and breaking out section of concrete dam where the new
penstock is to be installed.
Eater wheel erector end crew have assembled and are rivetting
the scroll case for the new water wheel.

Transmission
Lin© - Job 21 .6

Both right-of- aye have been cleared and at this writing 37 pole
holes have been dug end the old right of way.

Mibcel aneous

Mr. Oscar Hahnel called Tuesday, July 8th.
Mr. Start of Rice, Barton & Fules visited Tuesday, July 8th
accompanied by Messrs Isaac and Uarehouser from eat tie, ..ashingtor
(Over)
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Miscellaneous
Continued

About 13G0 Lineal Feet of the lower ©rd of the overland sluice
collapsed Tuesday morning, July 8th.
Messrs. J. P. Hardy and H. . Larson of the Celotex Company
visited Tuesday, July Sth.
Mr. P. Chaisson of the Portland Co. visited Tuesday, July 8th.
Mr. Collins of the Warren Pump Go. visited ednesdey, July 9th
Mr. 1. Jones of the Bangor office visited Saturday, July 12th.
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Engineering Department

July 7th
Julv 5th

Report: Ripogenus Elev. 942.78Storage 28,450 Mil. Cu. Ft.
. North Twin "
490.25
*
12.165 "
* "
Ripogenus and N. T. Storage
40,615 *
*
Report: Small Reservoirs above Rip.
9.163 rt
M

Total Storage.....................

49,778 Mil. Cu. Ft.

There has been a gain in the total storage of 442 million cubic
feet since last Monday June 30th.
For the month of July to date, Ripogenus has reported L62 inches
of rain and Millinocket has recorded 1.77 inches.
Shut down to five lines of grinders this morning, July 7th.

The balance of the old roofing plank over machines 4, 5 and 6 was
Mach. Room Roo: !*
removed Sunday, July 6th. Next Sunday will complete this work.
Completion The final skylight was glazed Sunday, July 6th, so that this work
Job 1200
is now completed.
All four of the supply fans have been grouted in place on their
foundations. Foundations for the heater sections are completed and a
start on the casings made. Structural steel for the pent houses is
received and a start made on the erection of same. Duct work along east
vyall completed Sunday, July 6th.
The cork insulation and waterproofing is placed except im ediately
around the new pent houses. Final coat of pitch and gravel is about
25$ placed.
r.v. Screen Rm.
Job 1208

Structural steel erection in the basement is nearing completion.
Two more Sundays will complete this work.
Two Trimbey screens for temporary service during the screen changes
are being installed just north of the Bird deckers.

Jhemi-pulp
Job 1198

Excavating for the foundation walls for the ad ition to the lime
storage building.
The necessary changes in the le 4 piping systems are now being made.

8th Unit at
Dolby - Job
2115

The upstream coffer dam has been unwatered about four feet and a
start made on the bracing of same.
The downstream tailrace wall is concreted as far us the downstream
side of the Grinder Room. Building forms for the river side wall to
main floor level and plan to pour it Tuesday, July 8th.
Cutting face of dam for interlock of buttress wall and drilling
for penstock cut.
Mr. Leaman, I. P. Morris turbine erector, arrived this morning,
July 7th, to supervise the setting of the casing stay ring.

Miscellaneous

Mr. R. Vest left for Worcester Monday night June 30th and returned
Thursday morning, July 3rd.
Mr. P. C. Newbegin, chief engineer for the B. & A. visited Tuesday,
July 1st.
Mr. L. 0. Bidstrup, of The Ingersoll-Rand Co., visited Tuesday,
July 1st.
Mr. George Ordway, Barrett Roof Inspector, visited Tuesday, July 1st.
Diet. RVW
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Miscellaneous

Mr. Roy Wagner of the Garlock Packing Co., visited Wednesday,
July 2nd.
Mr. R. V. Weldon visited the Madison Mill on Saturday, July 5th
Mr. G. V. Salle inspecting the H. J. Deutschbein jobs at
Millinocket and Dolby to-day, July 7th.
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DETAIL

SUBJECT

Water Storage

letter no.

June 30th Report: Ripogenus Elew. 943.00 Storage 28,725 Mil. Cu, Ft.
h
w
North Twin
" 489.20
0
11,430 0
t*
Rip. and North Twin Storage
40,155
June 28th Report: Small Reservoirs above Ripogenus 9.181 ”

Total Storage

49,336

n

it

For the month of June, Ripogenus has reported 4.93 inches of rain
and Millinocket has recorded 1.92 inches.
Meh. Room Roof
Completion
Job 1200

A fourth section of old roofing planks was removed Sunday, June
30th. This section comprised 15 eight foot bays over the wet end of
machines 4, 5 and 6. There now remains 5 eight foot bays over machines
1, 2 and 3 which will be removed next Sunday, July 6th, and 7 eight
foot bays over machines 4, 5 and 6 which will be removed the following
Sunday.
Skylights are completed with the exception of the one over the
wet end of No. 5. This one is all framed and will be glazed next
Sunday, July 6th.
About 50$ of the duct work along the east wall is completed
The
supply fans and heater sections have been received and two of them
are now being installed on the roof.
The cork insulation is about 85$ in place and the waterproofing
about 70$.

G.*. Screen
Changes - Job
1208

Carpenters building spoutwork in the shop and is about one-third
completed at this time.
Structural steel erection in the basement is about 85$ completed.

Chemi-pulp
Job 1198

Both of the old Barker Reclaiming tanks have been demolished
and practically all removed at this writing.
Excavating for the foundation walls for the addition to the lime
storage building.

8th Unit at
Dolby - Job
2115

The concrete walls in the forebay have been poured, also the
center wall in the tailrace and the curved wall at the toe of the dam.
To-day, June 30th, they are pouring the 3 foot floor slab over the
tail race and on which the turbine will be erected.
Chipping out section of concrete dam where the new penstock is to
be installed
Filled up another old gate opening with concrete.

Miscellaneous

Mr. F. C. Bowler returned from Madison Tuesday night, June 24th.
Mr. G. H. Thorpe of the Lumsden Van S^one Co. visited Wednesday,
June 25th.
Mr. I • 0 McKay visited Millinocket and East Millinocket Wednesday
and Thursday, June 25th and 26th respectively.
Messrs. W. Hilton and E. Jones of the Spruce . ood Department,
visited Wednesday and Thursday, June 25th and 26th also.
Mr. L. 0. Bidstrup of Ingersoll-Rand Co. called Thursday June 26th.
Mr. Collins of the Warren Pump Co. called Friday, June 27th.
Mr. Webber, of the Atlas Powder Co., visited Millinocket and
Dolby to-day, June 30th.
Diet. RVW
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DETAIL

SUBJECT

Eater Storage

June 23rd Reports

June 21st Reports

Ripogenus Elev. 942.90 Storage 28,600 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin *
489.65
”
11.745
” "
Ripogenus and North Twin
"
40,345
” *
*
Small Reservoirs above Ripogenus 9.226
” ”
"

TOTAL STORAGE

49,571 Mil. Cu. Ft.

For June to date, Ripogenus has reported 4.37 inches of rain and
Millinocket has recorded 1.57 inches.
Meh. Room Roof
Completion
Job 1200

Concrete roof slab and brick masonry walls are all completed.
A third section of old roofing planks was removed Sunday June
22nd. This section comprised 15 eight foot bays over the dry end
of machines 1, 2 and 3. This leaves only 5 eight foot bays to be
removed over these machines.
All but two of the skylights (over the wet end of machines
5 and 6) are completely glazed. These two skylights are all framed
but the contractor ran into a glass shortage because of breakage.
Additional glass being shipped by express.
Hot air duct work over the dry end of all six machines is now
completed. Started on duct work along the east wall. Now waiting
for arrival of supply fans.
Insulation and waterproofing is about 60$ completed.

G.E. Screen
Changes - Job
1208

The pump handling tailings from the first screens was shifted
over into its final position Sunday, June 23rd. No. 9 screen that
has been used for experimental work has been moved back into its
former position.
Structural Steel erection in the basement is about 75$ completed.

Chemi-pulp
Job #1198

One of the old Barker Reclaiming tanks has been demolished and
practically all removed at this writing.
Started excavation for addition to the southwest corner of the
lime storage building.

8th Unit at Dolby
Job 2115

Placing reinforcing rods in the forebay forms and rigging up
tremie pipe preparatory to concreting to-morrow.
A section of the outside building wall was poured Friday, June
20th and the concrete cone was poured Saturday, June 21st.
Drilling holes in section of concrete dam to be removed for the
new penstock.
A start has been made by the rigging crew in assembling the
draft tube.

Miscellaneous

The Dolby-Millinocket tr nsmission line was put back into service
at 1 P.M. Sunday, June 22nd. Four poles were replaced.
Mr. F. C. Bowler returned from Boston, Wednesday, June 18th.
Mr. J. . Strout of the B. & A. Engineering Department called
Thursday, June 19th.
Mr. A. G. Norris, District Manager of the Timken Roller Bearing
Co., visited Saturday, June 21st.
Mr. F. C. Bowler left for Madison to-day, June 23rd.
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24

letter no.

DETAIL

June 16th Report* Ripogenus Elev. 942.42 Storage 28,000
North Twin M
490.05
12.025

Ripogenus & North Twin Storage 40,025

Mil. Cu. Ft.
"
*
*

”

»•

«

(Report on Small Reservoirs above Ripogenus not received at this
writing).
For June to date, Ripogenus has reported 1.05 inches of rain
and Millinocket has recorded 0.23 of an inch.

Meh. Room Roof
Completion
Job 1200

G.V.. Screen
Changes Job 1208

The concrete roof slab is all poured.
The brick masonry walls are all laid up and are now being washed
down with acid.
A second section of old roofing planks was removed Sunday,
June 15th. This second section was over the dry end of machines #1,
#2 and #3 and consisted of 11 eight foot bays.
The two large skylights over the dry end of the roof are completed
Two of the smaller skylights over the wet end are completed, and
three more all framed ready for glazing.
Insulation and waterproofing is about 50$ completed.
Erection of the hot air pipe under the new roof is making good
progress.

Carpenters building cypress spoutwork in the shop.
Structural Steel in screen room basement is about 60$ erected.

8th Unit at
Dolby -Job
2115

Sinking forms in up-stream coffer dam and placing reinforcing
in same.
Concrete mat in tailrace poured Saturday, June 16th. Excavating
for building and cut-off walls.
Cone form is nearing completion.

Miscellaneous

Mr. E. D. Jones of the Forest Engineering Division called
Monday, June 9th.
fir. L. V. Knight of the Johns-Manville Co. called Monday,
June 9th.
Mr. James Mack visited Monday, June 9th.
Mr. A. R. Caspar visited Millinocket and East Millinocket
Wednesday, June 11th.
Mr. Oscar Hahnel Visited Wednesday, June 11th.
Mr. George Ordway of the Barrett Company called Friday, Juns 13th.
Mr. F. C. Bowler left for Boston Friday night, June 13th.
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DETAIL

SUBJECT

Water Storage

letter no.

June 9th Reports

Ripogenus Elev. 941.70 Storage 27,107 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin ”
490.60
"
12.410
"

Ripogenus & North Twin Storage

June 7th Reports

Small Reservoirs above Rip.
Total Storage

39,517

0

rt

8.666
48,183

Mil. Cu. Ft.

There has been a gain of 1,177 million cubic feet in the water storage
of Ripogenus and North Twin since Monday, June 2nd.
For June to date, Ripogenus has reported 0.57 of an inch of rain
and Millinocket has recorded 0.19 of an inch.
Meh. Room Roof
Completion
Job 1200

j.V. Screen
Changes Job 1208

About 98$ of the concrete roof slab is poured in place and will be
completed in just one more pour as soon as the east brick wall is
completed.
The east wall is about 95$ completed.
Sunday, June 8ih, the first of the old roof plank was removed.
Nine eight foot bays were removed over the dry end of machines $4, $5
and $6.
The two large skylights over t e dry end of the roof have been
completed and a start made on one of the smaller ones over the wet
end to-day, June 9th.
Erection of the hot air pipes under the new roof progresses very
good. Also the insulation and waterproofing work is making good
progress.

Cypress spoutwork now being made up in the shop.

3th Unit at
)olby - Job
2115

Diver and crew working in the up-stream coffer-dam, cleaning off
face of dam so that new concrete will bond to old.
Chipping out old concrete in dam and excavating in tailrace. A
large crew of laborers arrived this morning so as to enable us to
speed up on this work.
Building draft tube and building wall forms.
Turbine arrived at Dolby Friday, June 6th.

tiscelxaneous

Mr. G. V. Salle of the H. J. Deutschbein Co., visited Monday
June 2nd and again to-day, June 9th.
Mr. F. Farrell of Farrell & Jones Co., visited Wednesday, Muns 4th.
Mr. J. T. Kelley Jr., of Ohio Brass Co. visited Wednesday,
June 4th.
Mr. L. 0. Bidstrup of Ingersoll-Rand Co. visited Thursday and
Friday, June 4th and 5th respectively.
Mr. E. K. McClean of Noble & Wood Machine Co. visited Friday
June 6th.
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LETTER NO.

22

DETAIL

June 2nd Report:

May 31st Report*

Ripogenus Elev. 940.42 Storage 25,545 Mil. Cu. Ft
w
w
M
North Twin
’* 491.15
H
12.795
w
rt
Ripogenus & North 'Twin Storage 38,340
«
rt
rt
Small Reservoirs above Rip.
8.550
TOTAL STORAGE

46, 890 Mil. Cu. Ft *

There has been a gain of 2,770 million cubic feet in the water
storage of Ripogenus and North Twin since Monday, Kay 26th.
For the month of May, Ripogenus has reported 4.16 inches of rain
and Millinocket has recorded 3.86 inches.
Machine Room
Xoof Completion
Job 1200

About 90$ of the concrete roof slab is poured in place and the
formwork for the remainder is nearing completion.
The brick masons have the East wall about 75 $ completed.
About 5 bays on the Southwest end of the roof are covered with
cork and 5 ply of paper. Now working on the Northwest half.
The skylight crew have got the framework for one of the big
skylights all erected and are now placing glass in it.
Mr. D. Eccles, erector from the J. 0. Ross Engineering Corporation,
arrived 1 ednesday, May 28th, and has made a good start on the erection
of the hot air pipes on the west end of the roof. He expects to
get enough of his work installed this week so that we can tear out
the first section of the old roof next Sunday, June 8th.

rapper Mach.
Changes • Job
1201

Extended the transite hood over the new dryers Sunday, June 1st.
This completes the installation.

Pressure Pumps
Paper Mach.
Squirts - Job
1203

Installation completed Sunday, June 1st, and put into operation
this morning, June 2nd.

jr.A. Screen
Changes - Job
1208

Shifted the pressure pump and rejection pump in the south end
of the screens to their new position Sunday, June 1st.
Carpenters making up the spouts in the shop.

8th Unit at
Dolby - Job
2115

.
Sheeting all placed on the downstream coffer dam and the coffer
dam pumped out Thursday afternoon, May 29th, in 3-1/2 hours. Now
bagging ashes and placing around coffer dam to stop leaks.
Loading and hauling gravel from the pit to the job. Building
draft tube forms.
Filled up another one of the old gate openings in the dam.

Miscellaneous

Messrs. G. Ordway and Martin of the Barrett Company called
T^uesday, May 27th.
Mr. . 0. McKay visited ?.lillinocket and East Millinocket -ednesday,
May 28th.
Mr. L. Isgur, Supt. of the E. Van Noonden Co., visited Thursday,
May 29th.
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DETAIL

SUBJECT

Later Storage

letter no.

Ripogenus Elev. 938.50 Storage 23,265 Mil. Cu. Ft.
i*
H
North Twin
* 490.45
"
12.305
«
w
Rip .genus and North Twin storage
35,570
W
H
May 24th Report* Small Reservoirs above Ripogenus 8.382

May 26th Report*

Total Storage

43,952 Mil

Cu. Ft.

There has been a gain of 1,001 million cubic feet in the water
storage of Ripogenus end North Twin since Monday, May 19th.
For the month of May to date, Ripogenus has reported 2.00 inches
of rain and Millinocket has recorded 1.91 inches.

About 80$ of the concrete roof slab is poured in place and the
Machine Room Rc of
formwork for the balance continues.
Completion The north and south brick walls are all laid up and about 50$ of
Job 1200
the east wall is in place.
The Hahnel Bros, crew have laid a small area of cork and paper on
the west end of the roof.
A carload of skylight material and the Van Noorden Co.’s crew
arrived this morning, May 26th.
Wrapper Meh.
Changes - Job
1201

Completed with the exception of the hood extension over the new
dryers.

The two Bowser rotary pressure pumps and their motors have been
Pressure Pumps
Paper Meh. Squ received. Foundations for same are completed and the pumps will in
irts - Job 1203 all probability be ready for service the latter part of this week.
Chlorinator In1
This installation was completed and put into service Friday, May
stallation in
Filter House
23rd.
Job 1209

This installation was made Sunday, May 25th, and put into operation
Suction 2nd Pre ss
#2 Pa. Lachine this morning, May 26th.
Job 2112

8th Unit at
Dolby - Job
2115

Two divers at work placing sheeting along the outside of downstream
coffer dam and better progress is now being made. Hope to be able to
start pumping out this coffer dam by ednesday or Thursday of this week.
Filling old gate openings in dam, with concrete.

Miscellaneous

Mr. Oscar Hahnel visited Thursday, May 22nd.
Mr. Berger of the Lidgerwood Hoist Co., visited Thursday, Lay 22nd.
Mr. A. P. Lame visited Thursday, May 22nd.
Messrs. Hallett, Newbegin, McMann and Andrews of the Bangor &
Aroostook Railroad Company, visited Thursday, May 22nd.
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LETTER NO- 20

DETAIL

SUBJECT

Water Storage

Engineering Department

May 19th Report:

Ripogenus Elev. 938.75
North Twin ”
488.60

Storage 23,555 Mil. Cu. Ft.
”
11.041
”
”

Total Storage
34, 569
Reported by Spruce Wood Department - Small
Ponds May 17th
7.820
Ripogenus and North Twin storage has gained 3,497 million cubic
feet since Monday, May 12th.
Since April 30 Ripogenus reports 0.78” of precipitation and
Millinocket reports 0.73”.
No forest fires in this vicinity.
Machine Room
Roof Completion
Job 1200

Wrapper Machine
Changes - Job
1201

Concrete Roof Slab 66$ poured.
Brick wall at East end 27$ laid.
Exhaust Head raised above new roof Sunday May 18th.
Hahnel Bros, arrived Saturday May 17th and are getting cork
and other materials onto roof preliminary to a start on insulation and
waterproofing.
Six of the Exhaust Fans have been raised and are in operation on
the new roof.
About one-half the permanent automatic sprinklers are in service.
Work continues on balance.

No change since May 12th.

8th Unit at
Dolby - Job
2115

Seal in up-stream coffer dam is poured, about 300 cubic yards of
concrete.
Down-stream ccffer dam crib work is loaded and completed and
derrick in service. Sheeting of this cofier dam is progressing very
slowly due to having only one dxver to move boulders and place sheeting.
A second diver’s outfit was ordered Saturday May 17th and is expected
to-morrow when a second diver will be started on this work.

Miscellaneous

Mr. Parker (Balata Belt) called May 13th.
Mr. Bowler and A. Hume went to Madison to meet Haskell and Murray
of General Electric Company re condition of transformers, May 14th.
A. Hume returned in the evening with Murray re line troubles between
Millinocket and Dolby.
On May 15th Mr. Bowler went to Augusta to see State Highway
Engineers re Madison canal bridge and returned to Millinocket in the
evening.
Mr. Smith, Bernitz Furnace Appliance Co., called May 16th.
Mr. 1 alstead, Regulator Expert of General Electric Company,
arrived Saturday, May 17th and with Mr. Murray (G.E.Co.) and Mr. A.
Hume on Saturday and Sunday investigated line troubles between Dolby
and Millinocket and will report to Boston office of General Electric Co.
May 19th Mr. Volstead left for Boston and Er. Murray for Madison to
resume work on transformers.
May 19th Mr. Seldon in Bangor office getting data re forest fire
recently near Dolby and East Millinocket.
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DETAIL

SUBJECT

v»ater Storage

letter no.

To-day’s Reports

Ripogenus Elev. 937.33
North Twin
” 485.90

Total Storage

Storage 21,921
** ___ 9.151

31,072

Mil. Cu.

”

There has been a gain of 8,371 million cubic feet in the water
storage of Ripogenus and North Twin since last Monday, May Sth.
For the month of May to date, Ripogenus has reported 0.51 inches
of rain and Millinocket has recorded 0.13 inches. The woods are very
dry because of the lack of rain and there are numberous fires all
around us.
Meh. Room Roof
Completion
Job 1200

About 50$ of the concrete slab will be poured by to-night, May
Forms are being removed in panels and used over again.
The brick masons have completed laying the North and South walls
and are now laying up the East wall.
Installation of permanent sprinklers under the first four bays
is nearing completion.
Hoisted two of last years exhaust houses from the old roof to the
new roof and are setting them up in their new positions. Building two
more of the new exhaust fan houses.

Wrapper Meh.
Changes Job 1201

The two wet end dryers and stands were removed Sunday, May 12th,
and installed on the dry end. This completes the job with the excep
tion of the extension of the transits hood.

8th Unit at
Dolby - Job
2115

The steel piling forming the up-stream cofier dam is all driven
in place and the diver and crew are cleaning out the bottom.
Cribwork forming the down-strtam cofier dam practically all
completed and loaded with rock fill. Installing the pumps for the
down-stream coffer dam.
Installed the second guy derrick on the cribwork Sunday, May 11th.

12th.

Messrs. • A. Whitcomb and L. R. Smith visited East Millinocket
and Millinocket on Tuesday and Wednesday, May 6th and 7th respectively.
Mr. G. V. Salle, Vice President of the H. J. Deutschbein Co.
visited Friday, May 9th.
Mr. C. K. Passmore of the ialworth Company visited Thursday,
May 8th.
Mr. Brastow of the Tropical Paint Co. visited Friday, May 9th.
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LETTER NO.

18

DETAIL

SUBJECT

Water Storage

Today’s Report*-

Ripogenus Elev.
North Twin
"

931.15 Storage 15,395
483.20
*
7.306
Total Storage22,701

Mil. Cu. Ft
*
"
H
*
rt
*

There has been a gain of 5,633 million cubic feet in the water storage
of Ripogenus and North Twin since last Monday, April 28th.
For the month of April, Ripogenus has reported 2.07 inches of precipit
ation and Millinocket has recorded 1.62 inches.
Stopped piling out Ground Wood .3 4. P.M. Thursday, May 1st.

The equivalent of about six bays of the concrete slab will be poured by
Meh. Room Roof’
tonight. Building forms and laying reinforcing.
Completion
The brick masons are making good progress, the North wall being compleJob 1200
ted with the exception of two bays, Started building scaffolds along the
north end of the east wall.
Put two of the new temporary exhaust fan houses into operation today,
May 5th. Now preparing to hoist two of last years houses from the old roof
to the new roof. These are to be relocated on the new roof.
The six new dryers with their frames, felt rolls, bearing, etc., were
Wrapper Meh.
Changes - Job installed Sunday, May 4th. One more Sunday’s work should complete the Job.
1201

8th Unit at
Dolby - Job
2115

The steel piling forming the upstream cofferdam is all in place and part
ially driven.
Building down stream timber cofferdam, and filjing crib work with rocks.
The diver and crew are drilling, dynamiting, and removing b aiders under
neath same. Preparations are being made to erect the second derrick.

Misee laneous

Messrs. Hackett and Ordway of the Barrett Company called Tuesday, Apr.
29th.
Mr. Oscar Hahnel of Hahnel Bros. Company visited Tuesday, April 29th.
Mr. W. A. Allen of The Portland Company visited Tuesday, April 29th and
again today, May 5th.
Messrs. Sanders and Kellogg, of the Sanders Engineering Company visited
Tuesday, April 29th.
Mr. L. V. Knight of Johns-Manrille Company, called Wednesday, April 30th
Mr. 0. A. Harkness of the Spruce Wood Dept., called Wednesday, April 30ti
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SUBJECT

iater Storage

LETTER NO.

yrj

DETAIL

To-day’s Report:

Ripogenus Elev. 926.42
North Twin 0
481.35

Storage
0

11,013 Mil. Cu. Ft.
♦«
m
6.055 «
w

17,068

Total Storage

There has been a gain of 4,799 million cubic feet in the water
storage of Ripogenus and North Twin since last Monday, April 21st.
For April to date: Ripogenus has reported 2.07 inches of precip
itation and illinocket has recorded 1.58 inches.
Meh. Room Roof
Completion
Job 1200

By to-night, April 28th, four bays of the concrete slab the entire
width of the new room will be poured. The forms under the first section
poured are being removed to-day.
The north wall is progressing rapidly and eight bays will be
completed by to-night. The window sash were received Saturday,
April 26th.
The temporary west partition has been made waterproof on the out
side by amatite rolled roofing, and the transite is now being placed
on the inside. Two of the temporary exhaust fan houses are built and
now ready for the installation of the fans and motors.

wrapper Meh.
Changes - Job
1201

The two calender stacks were moved ahead into their new position
Sunday, April 27th. They were started up this morning and are running
very satisfactorily.

8th Unit at
Dolby - Job
2115

Transmission lihe wires have been relocated and were put into
service again late Monday afternoon, April 21st.
Excavating up-stream cofferdam site with orange peel bucket and
framing timber bracing.
Diver and crew drilling, shooting and removing boulders from site
of down stream cofferdam. Building crib work for this coffer dam and
gathering rocks for crib fill.
Stripping and cleaning gravel pit, and hauling same to storage bin
on job.
Sent chauffers to Greenville and brought down over the road Friday,
April 25th, three Ford trucks and two 5-ton ’Shite trucks.

Miscellaneous

Mr. W. G. Ruggles of Ru^gles-Klingemann Company visited Tuesday,
April 22nd.
Mr. G. V. Salle, Vice President of the H. J. Deutschbein Co.,
visited ednesday, April 23rd.
Mr. F. V. Bartsch, Jtf.Ross Engineering Corporation, visited
Wednesday, April 23rd.
Mr. Topliffe of Cuter-Hammer Company, visited ednesday, April 23rd.
Mr. G. Ordway of the Barrett Co. visited ..ednesday, April 23rd.
Mr. J. M. Aade of the General Electric Co. visited Thursday, Apr.24tl
Mr. M. C. Sargent of Bellamy, Robie & Sargent, Inc., visited
Thursday, April 24th.
Mr. Bryant of the ..ood Fibre Board Corporation visited to-day,
April 28th.
Mr. C» L. Mitell of the E. Van Noorden Co. visited to-day, April
28th.
(Over)
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Miscellaneous
Continued

On Saturday afternoon, April 26th, a hole was discovered in
No. 1 penstock, directly under the sulphur gas coaling coils. Sunday,
April 27th, this hole which was about 1/2” wide x 1-1/8” long was
thoroughly cleaned and filled up with welded metal and tfcen a large
patch welded over it. Two more small places were discovered close
by that were starting to eat into the metal and these were filled
up and a patch welded over them also. «e are now proceeding to
dig all around the tube at this particular place to see if there
are any similar conditions. It is now planned to inspect the
interior of this penstock Sunday May 4th.
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15

DETAIL

SUBJECT

J

Via ter Storage

To-day’s Report:

Ripogenus Elev. 921.75
North Twin rt
480.15

Total Storage

Storage 7,018 Mil. Cu. Ft.
t*
rt
*
5.251 "
12,269

“

W

There has been a gain of 7,556 million cubio feet in the water
storage of Ripogenus and North Twin since last Monday, April 14th.
For April to date: Ripogenus has reported 1.41 inches of precipit1
ation and Millinocket has recorded 1.46 inches.
Chesuncook elevation Wednesday, April 16th, was 917.60. Ae Ripogenus and Chesuncook have now leveled out we have discontinued the
elevation readings at the latter.

Meh. Room Roof
Completion
Job 1200

Wrapper Meh.
Changes - Job
1201

Poured first section of concrete roof slab Saturday, April 19tfc,
and pouring another section to-day, April 21st.
Four bays of the north wall are now laid up to the full height,
and two more bays are laid up about one-half way.
Building the temporary wood and transit© partition between the
Old and new roof slabs on the west end of the room. Also building the
temporary exhaust fan houses on the roof.
Mill pipers have made a start on the automatic sprinkler systems.
No work done on this job Sunday, April 20th, because of Easter.

8th Unit at
Dolby - Job
2115

Bridge cress the tail race has been completed. The timber towers
for the transmission line changes are erected and the wires pulled up
into place on them. They will be ready for service again Tuesday,
April 22nd.
One derrick has been erected on top of the dam.
Building crib work for the down stream coffer dam and the diver
and crew are cleaning the bottom.
Received the new portable air compressor Saturday, April 19th.

Miscellaneous

Mr. John A. Ross visited Wednesday, April 16th.
Mr. Oscar Hahnel visited Thursday, April 17th.
Mr. B. T. *«ass of the Fish and Game Department inspected the
fishways at hast Millinocket,Bolby, ‘^uakish and North Twin on Thursday,
April 17th.
Mr. E • V:. Prouty returned from his vacation to-day, April 21st.
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To-day’s Report*

Ripogenus Elev. 908.75 Storage
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**
478.75
”
Total Storage

388 Mil. Cu. Ft*
4.325
* *
*
4,713
* *
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There has been a gain of 1,468 million cubic feet in the water
storage of Ripogenus and North Twin since last Monday, April 7th.
For April to-date» Ripogenus has reported 1.41 inches of precipita
tion and Millinocket has recorded 1.24 inches.
Chesuncook elevation Sunday, April 13th was 916.60, a gain of 2.28 fee
during the week.
Started running 70 stones this morning, April 14th, in the Millinocket
grinder room.

Meh. Rm. Roof
Completion
Job 1200

Building forms for the concrete roof slab and skylight curbs on the
west end of the roof. The steel reinforcing mesh arrived this morning
and is being unloaded.
The brick mason crew arrived Tuesday, April 8th and at this writing
have laid up about 75$ of the 8” south wall. They are now laying up
the west end of the North wall.
Relocated steel supports, in the north wall for anchorage of wires
across the sulphite court.

Wrapper Meh.
Changes - Job
1201

The monitor has been completed. Sunday, April 13th, the reel and
winder was installed in its new position and the paper was taken over
the long span all-right this morning. A dryer drive was changed Sunday
April 13th, also.

8th Unit at
Dolby - Job
2115

By to-night, April 14th, the bridge across the tailrace will be
completed. Building timber bents for the transmission line change.
..orking in the gravel pit, stripping and cleaning same. Building
a gravel storage bin at Dolby.
Setting up plant and hauling the East Millinocket derrick up to
Dolby.
Received first carload of I. P. Morris Turbine Satur ay, April 12th.

Miscellaneous

Mr. P. E. ..ashburn, Roofing Contractor from Dover-Foxcroft, visited
Wednesday, April 9th.
Mr. E. V. Morgan of Bangor visited Wednesday April 9th.
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*
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”
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There has been a loss of 528 million cubic feet in the water storage
of Ripogenus and North Twin since last Monday, March 24th.
For March, Ripogenus has reported 4.63 inches of precipitation and
Millinocket has recorded 6.31 inches.
Chesuncook elevation Sunday, March 30th, was 914.03, a gain of
about 3-3/z4inches during the week.
At 4 P.M. Thursday March 27th, the ground wood crusher was shut
down at Millinocket and four more stones were started in the Grinder
Room for a total of 54 stones. It was necessary to go back to 50
stones at 8 A." • Friday, March 28th, so as to pull down the tanks for
our Sunday run. To-day, March 31st, we are back onto 54 stones.
Meh. Rm. Roof
Completion Job 1200

Preliminary work has been started on this job getting the derricks
and tools in readiness. Also building a trestle across the finishing
room roof to handle light materials on from the west side.

..rapper Meh.
Changes - Job
1201

The steel for the new monitor has been erected and a start on the
roofing of it has been made.
A skylight that was in the way of the new monitor has been moved
one bay to the south.

8th Unit at
Dolby * Job
2115

Mr. Eilliam Lowitz, Supt. for the H. J. Deutschbein Company,
arrived at Madison Friday, March 28th, and made arrangements for ship
ping what plant is needed from there, to Dolby. He arrived at Millin
ocket and East Millinocket, together with Mr. Harry Rand, clerk, to-day
March *>lst.

Miscellaneous

Mr. G. V. Salle, Vice President of the H. J. Deutschbein Co.,
visited Monday, March 24th.
Mr. W. 0. McKay visited Millinocket and East Millinocket on Tuesday
and ednesday, arch 25th and March 26th respectively.
Mr. Smith of Johns-Manville Co. visited Wednesday, March 26th,
accompanied by a Mr. Mashburn, Roofing Qontractor.
Mr. F. C. Bowler left for Eashington Saturday, March 29th.
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*
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"
*
*
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There has been a loss of 495 million cubic feet in the water storage
of Ripogenus and North Twin since last Monday, March 17th.
For March to-date:- Ripogenus has reported 2,76 inches of precipit
ation and Millinocket has recorded 4.02 inches.
Chesuncook elevation Sunday, March 23rd, was 913.72, a gain of about
1-5/8 inches during the week.
Monday, March 17th, six additional stones were started in the
Millinocket Grinder Room for a total of 36 stones. Four more were start
ed Thursday morning, March 20th, for a total of 40 stones. Sunday,
March 23rd, ten more were started for a total of 50 stones.
5th G.u. Storage
Tank completely erected, tested and accepted and in use. Mr. Roy
Tank - Job
Maughan, Chicago Bridge & Iron forks’ erector, left Tuesday, March
1194
18th, with his crew.

Wrapper Meh.
Changes - Job
1201

Removed a derrick that will be in the way of the new monitor. Also
removed a bent from one of our temporary trestles over the beater room
roof to the machine room roof job, that was in the way of a skylight
that has got to be relocated.
The steel for the monitor has been hoisted up onto the roof
preparatory to erection.

Fds. for Barking
Foundations completed, and the drum barkers put into operation
Drums in Ed. Ha.this morning, March 24th.
Job 1202
Miscellaneous

Mr. L. V. Knight of Johns-Manville Company, visited Tuesday,
March 18th.
Mr. J. M. Aade of the General Electric Company, visited Wednesday,
March 19th.
Mr. C. K. Passmore of the Walworth Co., visited Wednesday, March
19th.
Mr. F. C. Bowler returned from his vacation Thursday, March 20th.
Mr. H. w. Chase left for Madison Friday, March 21st to aid Mr.
Handley in the re-arrangement of the breast roll on No. 1 paper machine.
Mr. G. V. Salle, Vice President of the. H. J. Deutschbein Co.,
visited to-day, March 24th.
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"
4.853
*
*
*

Total Storage

4,853

”

*

*

Due to mild weather and heavy showers, we have lost only 66 million
cubic feet in the water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin since last
Monday, March 10th.
For March to-date* Ripogenus has reported 2.54 inches of precipita*'
tion and Millinocket has recorded 3.49 inches.

Chesuncook elevation Sunday, March 16th, was 913.58 a gain of
4-3/8 inches during the week.
Steam Turbo-Gen
erators - Job
1175

The partition around the turbines is now completed.
The Chicago Bridge & Iron Works have completed the erection of the
tank, and it was filled with ground wood stock Sunday March 16th.
They are caulking up what little leaks appeared and applying the final
coat of paint to-day, March 17th.

Wrapper Meh.
Changes
Job 1201

The concrete foundations for the new columns have been poured
and the new columns and the 24” I beam erected in the basement. Now
getting ready to install the steel for the new monitor on the Beater
Room Roof.

Fds. for Barking
Drums in d.Rm.
Job 1202

All concrete vzork completed and the millwrights started their
end of the work Tuesday, March 11th.

9th G.W. Screen
Mkt. Screen Rm.

The 9th G.w. screen has been pulled out towards the river and
the necessary spouting and piping is in place, ready for whatever
experiments Mr. Haug wishes to run.

Miscellaneous

Mr. W. dIlard of the Link Belt Company visited I ednesday,
Larch 12th.
Messrs. L. H. Hackett and G. Ordway of The Barrett Company
visited Wednesday, March 12th.
Mr. u. Hilton visited ednesday, March 12th.
Mr. Sprague of the Atlas Cement Co. visited -ednesday, March 12th.
Mr. E. A. Prouty left for Boston and Florida V.ednesday, March 12th.
Hr. Roy wagner of the Gerlock Packing Co., visited Friday,
March 14th.
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To-day’s Report*

Ripogenus Elev. 894.40
North Twin
0 479.65

Total Storage

Storage
0

00 Mil. Cu. Ft.
4.919
0
”
"

4,919

0

0

0

There has been a loss of 566 million cubic feet in the water storage
of Ripogenus and North Twin since last Monday, March 3rd.
For March to-date*
Ripogenus has reported 1.90 inches of precipita*
tion and Millinocket has recorded 2.5b inches.
Chesuncook elevation Sunday, March 9th, was 913.22 a gain of 2-5/8
inches during the week.

The transite is all in place at this writing. The cement plaster
Steam Turbo-Ge!P
vork is all done except for a small place up against the chimney. The
erators - Job
steel sash are all glazed and the painting is about 50$ completed. This
1175
partition should be completed this week.

The Chicago Bridge & Iron Works are making good progress on the
5th G.«. Storage
erection
of the tank. They are now riveting the final (top) course into
Tank - Job
place.
They
will probably get started on the roof of it to-morrow.
1194
The mill crew made the 0hat piece" connection onto the header for
the discharge pipe from the tank, Sunday, March 9th. If all goes well,
we hope to be able to fill this tank next Sunday, March 16th, and test
it out.
Wrapper Meh.
Changes - Job
1201

Excavation for the column foundations have been completed and the
concrete footings poured.

Concrete foundations all poured and the forms removed. Bi.rs for the
Fds. for Barki ng
Drums in d. Rm. drive shafts are now being poured and there is a small amount of basement
floor to be concreted. The hard pine caps are being leveled into place
Job 1202
and grouted.

Repairs to Dig
ester House
Trusses

The trusses are now all repaired.; also some of the wooden timbers
that were cracked and badly deflected.

Miscellaneous

Messrs, Prouty and Theriault left for Madison, ednesday, March 5th,
and returned Saturday, March Sth.
Mr. Breuter of the Bailey Meter Co., visited Thursday, March 6th.
Mr. Stephen B. Stafford of Rice, Barton & Fales Co., visited Thurs
day and Friday, March 6th and 7th respectively.
Mr. Norris, Representing the Timken Bearings visited Thursday,
March 6th with Mr. Stafford.
Mr. Brsstow of the Tropical Paint Company visited Friday, fcar. 7th.
Mr. Knight of Johns-Manville Co., visited Friday, March 7th.
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Storage
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*
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*
*
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*
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There has been a decrease of 603 million cubic feet in the water
storage of Ripogenus and North Twin since last Monday, Feb. 24th.
For the month of February, Ripogenus has reported 2.72 inches
of precipitation and Millinocket has recorded 2,10 inches.
Steam Turbo-Gen
eratora - Job
1175

About 90 percent of the transit© has been placed in the steel
supports forming the partition above the floor. The painters are
painting the structural steel, steel sash, and the transits that is
erected. About 25$ of the steel sash has been glazed. The partition
in the basement has been completely plastered.

5th G.V.. Storage
rank - Job 1194

The bottom of the tank, and the bottom round-about course of the
tank, has been erected up on blocking above the foundation. At
this writing the above is riveted, caulked and painted and will be
lowered onto the foundation to-morrow, March 3rd.

wrapper Meh.
Changes - Job
1201

The structural steel has been received and the mill has started
digging for the foundations to the new columns.

*’ds. for Barking
)rums in Wd. Rm<
Job 1202

The north half of the super-structure was concreted Sunday,
March 2nd. Forms on the-south half are practically all removed
and the hard pine caps are being placed.

lepairs to Dig.
iouse Trusses

All of the trusses in the digester house loft are now repaired.
There are some wooden timbers, however, in a dangerous condition and
we are reinforcing these. V ork will be completed this week.

miscellaneous

Mr. C. M. Kriner, of the Turbine Equipment Company, visited
Tuesday, Feb. 25th.
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SUBJECT

Water Storage
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To-day’s Report*

Ripogenus Elev. 894.50
North Twin
*
481.40
Total Storage

Storage
"

00 Mil. Cu. Ft.
6.088 " "
"
6,088 Mil. Cu. Ft.

There has been a decrease of 742 million cubic feet in the water
storage of Ripogenus and North Twin since last Monday, Feb. 17th.
For February to dates Ripogenus has reported 1.68 inches of
precipitation and Millinocket has recorded 1.38 inches. The past four
days, as well as to-day, have been very mild with a light rain Saturday
night, Feb. 22nd, amounting to .25 4f an inch at Ripogenus and .13 of
an inch at Millinocket.
iteam Turbo-Gen
jrators - Job
1175

About one-half of the transit© has been placed in the steel supports
forming the partition above the floor. The painters are painting the
structural steel, steel sash,and the transit© that is erected.

Roy Maughan, erector from the Chicago Bridge & Iron works, arrived
ith G.L. Storage
Saturday morning, Feb. 22nd, with a crew of nine men.
'ank - Job
The ice and snow has been cleared from off the top of the foundation,
1194
and a start on the assembling of the bottom plates is being made at
this writing.

oundations for
All of the reinforced concrete columns have been poured at this
arking Drums ir
writing. Forms for one-half of the super-structure are completed and
d. Room the reinforcing bars are being placed preparatory to being concreted.
Job 1202

to Digjster House
Trusses.

Five trusses all repaired and now working on the last one, which
should be completed the latter part of this week.

Mr. Parker, of the R. & J. Dick Company, visited Millinocket
Wednesday, Feb. 19th.
Mr. Anton Haug visited Wednesday, Feb. 19th.
Mr. E. . Prouty left for Bangor Saturday afternoon, Feb. 22nd.
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Ripogenus Elev. 894.14
North Twin
*
482.50
Total Storage

St rage

00
6, 830
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rt
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There has been a decrease of 680 million cubic feet in the water
storage of Ripogenus and North Twin since last Monday, February 10th.
For February to date? Ripogenus has reported 1.26 inches of
precipitation and Millinocket has recorded 1.15 inches. There is
28 inches of snow on the ground at Millinocket.

Steam Turbo-Ger.
Structural Steel and steel sash (not glazed) is all erected. The
transits has been completely placed on the North end of the partition,
erators - Job
Below the floor, the partition is already to be plastered.
1175
A carload of the steel tank has been received from the Chicago
5th G. . Storagei
Bridge & Iron orks. They advise us that their erector will arrive
Tank - Job
1194
1at I illinocket this week.
The mill pipers are making the necessary changes in the pipe
system to this new tank.
All of the footings and six of the reinforced concrete columns
Foundations for
have been poured at this writing. The forms for the balance of the
Barking Drums
columns are progressing rapidly.
In Vd. Rm.
Job 1202

Placing the new steel members in trusses #4 ;nd $5. Progress
Repairs to Dig
on this work very slow due to the interference by the chips.
ester House
Trusses
Miscellaneous

Mr. ;. R. Caspar arrived Tuesday Feb. 11th, and left Wednesday,
Feb. 12th.
Mr. E. Coppage of the Barrett Company, visited Tuesday, Feb. 11th.
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Storage
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Total Storage
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W
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7,510 Mil. Cu. Ft.

There has been a decrease of 544 million cubic feet in the water
storage of Ripogenus and North Twin since last Monday, February 3rd.
For February to datej Ripogenus has reported 0.31 inches of prec
ipitation (in the form of snow) and Millinocket has recorded 0.21 inches.

Steam TurboGenerators
Job 1175

Erection of the structural steel for the partition around the steam
turbo-generator units above the main floor is practically completed.
Below the main floor, the steel and hyrib is all erected and ready for
the cement plaster.

Foundations for
Barking Drums
in wood Room
Job 1202

The barking drums have been moved to one side and the concrete piers
and structural steel comprising the old foundations have been completely
demolished and removed. Excavation for the foundations of the reinforced
concrete columns are well under way and four of the footings have already
been poured.
Building forms and storing gravel in the wood room basement.

Repairs to
Digester House
Trusses

The structural steel for strengtheing the present trusses in the
digester house loft has been received. Work on these trusses is being
done by the H. J. Deutschbein Co., and at present they have got truss
No. 5 (2nd truss from the south end) shored up preparatory to placing
the new steel.

Speed Change
#3 Paper Meh.
Job 2113

The pulley changes on the main line of No. 4 paper machine at
East Millinocket was made Sunday Feb. 9th, and Mr. Burr reports that
the start up this morning was O.K.

Miscellaneous

Messrs. J. M. Wade and E. L. Richardson, of the General Electric
Company, arrived Monday Feb. 3rd and left Tuesday Feb. 4th.
Mr. M. A. Pike of the Falk Corporation arrived Monday Feb. 3rd
and left, Tuesday Feb. 4th.
Mr. B. 0. Bidstrup of the Ingersoll-Rand Company arrived Monday
Feb. 3rd. and left Tuesday Feb. 4th.
r. F. S. Crowell, of the H. J. Deutschbein Company, arrived
Tuesday, Feb. 4th and left Wednesday night, Feb. 5th.
Mr. ’E. . Prouty returned from Augusta and Boston Friday, Feb. 7th.
Mr. F. C. Bowler left Saturday nigh/for Boston and New York to
start his vacation.
Feo. 8th
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"
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Storage
00
"
8.054

Total Storage

8,054

Mil. Cu. Ft.
0
Mil. Cu. Ft.

There has been a decrease of 393 million cubic feet in the water
storage of Ripogenus and North Twin since last Monday, January 27th.
For month of January; Ripogenus has reported 3.18 inches of
precipitation (mostly in the form of snow), and at Millinocket there
has been 3.68 inches recorded.
Steam TurboGenerators
Job 1175

Tank - Job
1194

Heating G. •
Screen Room
Job 1196
Fds. for Bark
ing Drums in
Vood Room Job 1202

Miscellaneous

The structural steel for the partition around the new steam turboene ator units is about 70$ erected, but not riveted.
The foundation for this tank is completed, The derrick and
hoisting engine have been dismantled and stored away for future use.

This installation is now in service.

The barking drums have been removed to one side and a start made
on the demolishing of the old concrete piers. In the basement, excav
ation for the column footings has been started.

Mr. A. I. Harris left for Ripogenus Tuesday January 28th, and
returned Saturday, February 1st.
Messrs. J. M. «ade and E. L. Richardson of the Genei'al Electric
Company arrived this morning, February 3rd.
Mr. M. A. Pike of the Falk Corporation visited this morning,
February 3rd.
Mr. B. 0. Bidstrup of the Ingersoll-Rand Company, visited this
morning, Feb. 3rd.
Mr. E. w. Prouty left for Bangor and Augusta, Saturday, Feb. 1st.
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There has been a decrease of 2^017 million cubic feet in the water
storage of Ripogenus and North Twin since last Monday, Janu ry 20th.
For January to date; Ripogenus has reported 2.93 inches of prec
ipitation (mostly in the form of snow), and at Millinocket there has
been 3.53 inches recorded.
Ripogenus still has one deep gate open 10 feet, but there is very
little water left to draw.

(team Turbo-Gen
orators - Job
1175

The structural steel and Transite for the partition around the
new steam turbo-generator units have been received and the mill crew
has started erecting same.

>th G.» • Storage
?ank - Job
1194

Placing grinder stones as crib work for the roadway around the
foundation of the new stora e tank.
The derrick and cribwork on which it sat, has been dismantled and
removed to storage.

(eating G.w.
icreen Room
Job 1196

This installation is now completed and ready to be put in service.

lead Gate Repairs
These repairs are co?npleted and Mr. E. Lowitz of the H. J. DeutsJob 3055
chbein Company left Madison, Monday, January 20th.
Mr. E. w. Prouty arrived from Madison, Tuesday, January 21st.
Mr. F. C. Bowler left for Boston Tuesday, January 21st, and
returned Saturday January 25th.
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To-day’s Report:

Ripogenus Elev. 915.74
North Twin ”
484.35

Storage 2,376 Mil. Cu.Ft.
”
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” ”

Total Storage

10,464
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”

There has been a decrease of 1,145 million cubic feet in the water
storage of Ripogenus and North Twin since last Monday, January 13th.
For January to date; Ripogenus has reported 2.85 inches of
precipitation, (mostly in the form of snow), and at Millinocket there
has been 3.41 inches recorded.
Ripogenus reports one deep gate open 10 feet this morning,
January 20th.
Millinocket Mill shut down to three lines of grinders (30 stones)
at 4 P.M. Thursday, Jan. 16th.

5th G.W. Storagei
The steel sheeting which formed the coffer dam has been entirely
Tank - Job 1194 removed.
:
A roadway is being built around this foundation and is nearing
completion.
Heating G.-.
Screen Room
Job 1196

Mill Office
Job 3042

Practically all of the pipe is hung in its approximate place, but
is not connected together yet.
The heating coils have been set up into position and the framework
for the housing is now being erected. Steam piping practically completed.

Moved into the new office building over the past week end.

Head Gate
Repairs - Job
3055

ork has been completed on the repairs to the head gates and the
head gate house.

Filtered ater
Pump Drives
Job 3061

The balance of the concrete floor has been placed.
shafting, pulleys, etc., have been removed.

Miscellaneous

Messrs. Whitcomb, McKay, Smith, Lane, Marshall, Hilton and party
arrived at Millinocket Tuesday night, January 14th, for the regular
annual meeting which was held in the Administration Building Wednesday,
Jan. 15th. They left on the noon train Thursday, Jan. 16th.
Mr. Smith of Rice, Barton & Fales Co., visited Tuesday, January 14th.
Messrs. L. V. Knight and C. G. Dandrow of Johns-Manville Corp,
visited Tuesday, Jan. 14th.
Mr. H. P. Turner of the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., visited
Tuesday, January 14th.
Mr. G. V. Salle, Vice President of H. J. Deutschbein Co., visited
Wednesday, January 15th.
Mr. C. R. Swaney, representing Gilbert Howe Gleason, visited
Thursday, January 16th.
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To-day’s Reports

Ripogenus Elev. 917.68
483.95
North Twin "

Storage 3,793 Mil. Cu. Ft.
H
...L.816 "

Total Storage

11,609

**

ft

«

There has been a decrease of 1,002 million cubic feet in the water
storage of Ripogenus and North Twin since last Monday, January 6th.
For January to-date; Ripogenus has reported 2.02 inches of precip
itation and at Millinocket there has been 1.67 inches recorded.
Ripogenus reports one deep gate open 10 feet this morning, Jan. 13th.
5th G. • Storage
The inside of the foundation has been completely backfilled and the
Tank - Job 1194 concrete floor was poured Sunday, January 12th. This completes the
concrete work.
The steel sheeting which formed the cofier dam is about 40$ removed
at this writing.
The 20" cast iron stock pipe has been laid inside the foundation
and up to the end of the header into which the other tanks discharge.
It has not been connected to the header yet, however.
Heating G. .
Screen Room
Job 1196

The air ducts have been received and the large 54" pipe has been
hung up in place and the 38" pipe is being installed at this writing.
Fan and engine all installed.

Mill Office
Job 3042

Mr. Prouty reports that the painting, piping, etc., is practically
completed and the office ready for occupancy with the exception that the
new time card racks, have not and will not be received for two weeks.

Head Gate Repairs
The coffer dams, above and below the three permanent steel gates,
Job 3055
have been entirely removed.
Filling up the last old gate opening (thru which the canal has
been supplied with water during the installation of the three permanent
gates) was scheduled for Saturday, Jan. 11th.
Deutschbein Company expect to complete all work now in progress,
by January 18th.
Filtered i-ater
Pump Drives
Job 3061

The old orthington pump and 200 H.P. motor are in commission and
the 250 H.P. motor for the Cameron pump is now up on the new floor.
Balance of the floor steel and forms now being installed, and concrete
floor will be completed this week.

Miscellaneous

Mr. 0. Nygaard of Bernitz Furnace & Appliance Co. arrived Jan. Sth
to inspect Bernitz blocks in Millinocket and East Millinocket furnaces,
and left tedneaday, Jan. 8th.
Mr. Roy Wagner of the Garlock Packing Company, visited Tuesday,
Janu ry 7th.
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